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ABSTRACT 

In 1974 the Ministry for Higher Education stated that 

every scientist in Vietnam must know one or two foreign languages 

(one of them being English), and be able to use it for his work. 

But even now, the number of people who have acquired the language 

as required is still small. This paper examines the causes of this 

problem and possible remedies. 

What has caused the situation to change so slowly? The 

reasons may be several, but the most striking one is that teachers 

do not understand the nature of EST, so they try to teach scientists 

the same language forms in the same way as they do with young 

students at Foreign Language Colleges. Consequently, the learners 

know a lot about the language, but can use only a little. 

The paper considers several aspects of the situation. 

Scientists and technologists need to learn only the language forms 

often used in scientific literature and the skills needed for their 

work. For this reason, teachers must first identify the learners' 

needs, then draw up a list of objectives of the course, look for 

relevant materials and use appropriate methods of teaching. To help 

teachers to do these things, a training programme is needed. The 

training will familiarize the teachers with key scientific concepts, 

characteristics of EST, and the way to place learners in appropriate 
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groups. 

Several approaches to ESP/EST are examined, but EST 

learners in Vietnam are rather different from those in other 

countries, so a special model for an EST course is designed; 

an example of a reading course to illustrate the model is given 

for teachers to refer to. Finally, some suggestions are offered 

to solve problems arising from present EST courses. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Vietnam English has been taught for more than twenty 

years, but little attention has been paid to teaching "Language for 

Special Purposes''. Therefore, most English courses for full-time 

learners as well as part-time ones are general English courses. 

This means that in these courses the learners have to learn the 

same kind of language (every-day language or language that is based 

on literature), regardless of their professional interests or purposes 

of study. Consequently, these courses are often long, but seldom 

satisfy the learners' needs. 

This problem is the more acute because the majority of 

part-time learners in Vietnam now are scientists, technologists, or 

people who work in fields related to science and technology. These 

people learn English in order to attend international conferences 

or workshops in which English is used, and to read scientific 

literature in English. That is why they need to be taught the 

language used in science and technology, including the skills which 

will enable them to talk in English with scientists from other 

countries, or to extract quickly from the materials they are reading 

useful information for their work. 

For the above-mentioned reasons, the purpose of this paper 

is to discuss how to organize an English course for scientists and 
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technologists in Vietnam.The.discussion will deal with the analysis 

of the learners' needs, the characteristics of an English course 

for science and technology, and ways to group the learners, to 

train the teachers, and to select or produce materials in order 

to meet objectives of the course. 

Occasionally in this paper some other types of English 

courses such as "English for Occupational Purposes 11
, or "English 

for Educational Purposes 11 are mentioned, but not discussed in detail 

because they serve only as examples to help teachers and course 

designers to understand better what English for Specific Purposes 

is, and how many types it consists of. Thus, they will have a 

better idea of what they have to do for English for Science and 

Technology courses. 

A Vietnamese version of this paper will be made available 

to teachers of EST in Vietnam. It is hoped that the suggestions made 

will be helpful for teachers, course organizers, and policy-makers 

on foreign language teaching/ learning, thus contributing a little 

to developments in the teaching of English for Science and Technology 

in Vietnam. 

For the readers' convenience, the following abbreviations 

are used throughout the paper 

G. E. 

L.S.P. 

General English 

Language for Special Purposes. 
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E.S.P. 

E.O.P. 

E.E.P. 

EST 

EOSS 

English for Specific Purposes. 

English for Occupational Purposes. 

English for Educational Purposes. 

English for Science and Technology. 

English for Other Specific Subjects 

e.~. commerce, travel. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ESP 

In 1969 the first conference on 11 Languages for Special 

Purposes 11 (LSP) was convened (Robinson 1980 : 5). It encouraged 

linguists , material writers and foreign language teachers to carry 

out research into this field. As a result, a number of books with 

titles like 11 Engl ish for Businessmen 11
, 

11 Russian for Tourists 11
, 

11 French 

for Engineers 11
, "German for chemists" have been published to meet 
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the special needs of the learners. These books deal not with general 

topics as before, but with a specific discipline in which the learners 

need to use the language. So far, most of the books on special purposes 

have been on the English language, so the term 11 ESP soon became 

prominent and much more familiar than 11 LSP 11 (Robinson 1980: 5). 

Besides the production of ESP materials, great attention has 

also been paid to the analysis of the learners• needs as well as 

teacher training. In short, in the last decade many advances have been 

made in the field of teaching English for Specific Purposes. However, 

they have not been applied widely to the teaching of English in many 

countries, especially in developing ones. In these countries, teachers 

still teach general English to all kinds of learners. Even worse, some 

teachers do not understand what ESP really means. Thus, some concepts 

related to ESP should be made clear before materials, methods and the 

organization of ESP courses are discussed in detail. 

1.1. Definitions of ESP 



There is a great number of definitions of ESP because people 

have given different emphases to the variety of elements that 

characterise ESP. One may hold that the age of the learners is a 

main factor, but another argues that the purpose of the learners is 

the most important one. Thus, the definitions of ESP may be grouped 

into three categories focussing on age, time, and purpose. 

The definition will tell us what ESP is ; however, its 

implications are far more important. The material producer and the 

teacher will not be successful unless they understand thoroughly what 

is influencing ESP teaching and learning. 

Thus, the first element is the time available. Fitzjohn 

(in Robinson 1980: 9) notes that 

11The very concept of 'Special purposes' implies that foreign 
language study is a subsidiary contribution to another, 
main interest, and that there will normally be pressure to 
achieve the required level of linguistic competence in the 
minimum of time". 

When Fitzjohn considers ESP as a subsidiary contribution to 

another, main interest, he is focussing on ESP as having an immediate, 

utilitarian purpose, not simply pleasure, or a long-term purpose. If 

this view is accepted, an ESP course should be short so that the 

learners can use the language fairly soon for their work. Otherwise 

their motivation will decrease quickly because they will think that 

they are wasting time. 

As a result, the length of an ESP course normally varies from 

six to eight weeks. A course for nursing sisters,for example, may 
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last only eight weeks (Collins 1980: 75-6). For this reason, it is 

often thought of as an intensive course. ESP in tertiary education 

may be longer, generally an one-year course. Here, the time constraint 

is that only a very few hours a week are available. 

What does the time constraint imply? Within a short period 

of time, the learners must achieve the required level of linguistic 

competence, so the teacher and the course designer must select 

carefully which skills to teach so that the learners can use them in 

their work and so that nothing irrelevant is taught. 

The second important factor is that of age. Most learners of 

ESP are adults or near adults. This is obvious when English for 

Occupational Purposes is considered. This type of ESP is for people 

who are in jobs or about to take up employment. Even in the case of 

English for Educational Purposes, a great number of learners are in 

teriary education; that is, they are near adult or adult. Long 

points out: 

"The number of people wanting to learn English for Specific 
Purposes is spiralling. By and large these people have been 
students in tertiary education, and adults". 
(cited Robinson 1980: 9). 
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Because the learners are adults, they may have problems that 

the young do not_have in language study. For example, they may be more 

conscious of their social and cultural background, and less willing to 

adopt what is different from their own culture. The Vietnamese learners, 

for example, often find it hard to address older people by their given 

names, or sometimes feel embarrassed when they r_efuse an offer from 



another person just because_ .they' think that their refusal is rude to 

him/her. Similarly because of face, adult learners are afraid of 

having their ignorance recognized; therefore, they often keep silent 

and appear passive when studying English. 
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In addition, the way of learning of adults is quite different 

from that of the young. Adult learners often learn by 'problem solving', 

not by the mimicry of . repetition which young. children enjoy. 

Thus, in teaching an ESP course, the teacher should try to 

help the learners to overcome problems related to psychology and 

culture, and to find the appropriate method of teaching to suit the 

age of the learners. 

The third factor is the learner's purposes. This is the most 

important element of ESP, so Brumfit (1977: 71) states that 

11 First, it is clear that an ESP course is directly concerned 
with the purposes for which learners need English, purposes 
which are usually expressed in functional terms. ESP thus 
fits firmly within the general movement towards 
'communicative' teaching of the last decade or so. 11 

This definition implies two things : (1) the broad meaning 

of the term 11 purposes 11
, and (2) the method of teaching/learning for 

these purposes. 

With a specific purpose in mind, the learners know clearly 

what they need to learn, and they will learn with a high motivation what 

they find useful for their work later. For example, nursing sisters 

need to learn only vocabulary related to patient care with particular 



reference to: the skin respiration, coughing, sputum, vomitus, 

faeces, or vocabulary related to urine, temperature pulse. In 

addition, they need to learn how to make introductions, polite 

requests; to give instructions about ward routines ; to admit 

patients to a hospital (Collins 1980: 75). For this reason, an ESP 

teacher must first analyse the learners' needs, and then select the 

language structures, vocabulary, and skills relevant to the needs. 

In other words, the teacher should be always aware of purposes of the 

learners so as not to introduce irrelevant materials into the course. 

Because the learners study English purposefully, they take 

every opportunity to practise what they are learning; they want to 

master English in their field in a short time. Therefore, an ESP 

course should be organised in such a way that the teacher just gives 

help, and the learner works mainly on his own. 

Implicit in the definition of ESP as purposeful learning 

and teaching is the idea that the purpose can be expressed and tested. 

Rather than studying for a general examination, the learners of ESP 

are usually studying in order to perform a role. For example, the 

learners of an "English for Hotel Waiters" course are considered to 

be successful if they can perform convincingly as hotel waiters in 

English. An attention to successful performance in English rather 

than knowledge of the rules of English is part of a contemporary 

approach - a communicative approach. Whereas, in Vietnam a lot of 

EFL and ESP teachers pay attention to teaching the rules of English, 

not the skills enabling the learners to perform their roles (This 
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is discussed again in chapter three). 

Thus, we may say that an ESP course is purposeful and is 

aimed at the successful performance of occupational or educational 

roles. It is based on a rigorolis analysis of the learners• needs, and, 

ideally, the material should be produced by the teacher in charge of 

the course. An ESP course differs from a general English course in 

that the former pays great attention to the selection of vocabulary, 

structures, and skills relevant to the purposes of the learners. It is 

often of limited time, and most of its learners are adults or near 

adults who may be at any level of competence in the language. 

1.2. Types of ESP 

1.2.1. Ways of Classifying ESP Courses 

There are numerous definitions of ESP. Similarly, there are 

many ways of classifying ESP courses. It is useful to know what they 

mean and what sort of ESP programmes they describe. These different 

classifications deal with very broad distinctions with ESP. However, 

they do begin to provide an overall picture of the main groups of 

learners which might be of concern to an ESP teacher. 

Mackay and Mountford (1978: 2) suggest three kinds of ESP 

- Occupational requirement, e.g. for international 

telephone operators, civil air pilots. 

- Vocational training programmes, e.g. for hotel and 

catering staff, technical trades. 
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- Academic or professional study, e.g. engineering, 

medicine, law. 

This kind of classification looks ~imple, but it does not 

show a clear distinction between the first type and the second one. 

So the first two types should blend into one : occupational purpose. 

If Mackay and Mountford' s classification is modified as 

suggested it will look much the same as the following classification 

by Strevens ( 1980 a : 465 ) : 

-'EST 

ESPl 
Other. 

ESP 

-E
Pre-experience 

-Occupationa 1 Simultaneous 
(EOP) 

Post-experience 

-E 
Pre-study 

Educ.ationa 1 In-study 
(EEP} 

Post-study. 

Besides the occupational/educational distinction which can 

be found in most classifications of ESP, Strevens' classification 

shows other two distinctions: EST/other ESP distinction, and a 

three-way time distinction. These distinctions appear to be applicable 

in Vietnam; however, they must be adapted to suit the situations in 

that country. 

- Presence/Absence of "Scientific English 11 distinction : 

All ESP courses can be distinguished in a rather fundamental 
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way according to whether or not they in-corporate the set of features 

which make "Scientific English''. ESP courses which do make use of 

"Scientific English" are known as EST (English for Science and 

Technology), whereas the rest are called "other ESP". 

This distinction is rather rough, but it is very useful for 

Vietnam since it helps to group the lea-rners as is discussed below. 

- Three-way time distinction : 

This distinguishes the learner who learns English before 

he is trained in his job (for occupational purpose) from the learner 

who learns English while he is being trained or after he is trained. 

Similarly, for educational purposes, it distinguishes the learner who 

learns English before he studies his discipline from the learner who 

learns English while he is studying or after he has studied that 

di sci pl ine. 

This distinction is very important because the learner's 

experience influences a great deal his progress in study as well as 

the materials and methods used in a course. Therefore, the content of 

an English programme for someone· actually engaged, for example, on 

a secretarial course - with its acquisition of practical skills and 

theoretical knowledge is going to be different from a programme for 

someone who is already a qualified secretary but now needs to 

operate in English. 

This distinction should be fully taken into account in 
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organizing an ESP course in Vietnam, for there are both types of 

learners here(simultaneous and post-experience) and a majority of 

them are post-experience. 

1.2.2. Types of ESP in Vietnam 

In many countries in the world where English is the medium 

of instruction in tertiary education, or the means of communication 

at work for many people, the occupational/ educational distinction 

can be seen clearly. These ESP courses are defined by Kennedy and 

Bolitho (1984: 4) as follows 

11 English for Occupational Purposes (EOP} is taught in 
a situation in which learners need to use English in 
casualty or technicians servicing equipment . ,. need 
English in the first place, to talk and respond to 
patients and other staff, and in the second, to read 
technical manuals. 

- English for Educational Purposes (EEP} is taught 
generally within educational institutions to students 
needing English in their study. The language taught 
may be based in particular disciplines at higher level 
of education. For example, an overseas student studying 
for a high degree at a British University will need to 
learn study skills such as listening to lectures, taking 
notes, writing reports, and reading text-books so that 
these skills will help him to understand the subject
matter easily and precisely 11

• 

In Vietnam the above distinction is difficult to make 

because English is taught only as a foreign language, and it is not 
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used as a medium of instruction at any level of education. 

Consequently, EEP cannot become a major category of ESP in Vietnam. 

This also means that there exists only one type of ESP : English for 

Occupational Purposes. 

Thus, what is the difference between ESP courses in Vietnam 

if they are all occupational ? - The answer is that they differ from 

one another according to the subject-matter of the learners in each 

course such as science and technology, commerce, navigation, tourism, 

and foreign affairs. 

In Vietnam, a great majority of part-time learners are 

scientists, technologists, and people who work in the field related 
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to science and technology. Only a very small number of learners come 

from other disciplines. Therefore, it is much easier for a course

designer or a teacher to group the learners and to produce or select 

materials for the course if ESP courses are divided into two main 

categories : English for Science and Technology, and English for Other 

Specific Subjects (EOSS). Certainly, EOSS should be divided into 

sub-divisions according to specific subject matter like English for 

Commerce, English for Tourism, and English for Navigation. 

The learners of both EST and EOSS in Vietnam can be people 

who are being trained in their job or have already been trained, so 

each category has two types of courses : one for simultaneous learners, 

and the other for post-experience learners. 

Every year, a small number of cadres from most subjects are 



sent abroad to study for a higher degree or to attend workshops 

where English is the medium of instruction. For this reason, both EST 

and EOSS should include an 11 English for Study Abroad" course (ESA) 

that teaches the learners the specialized English together with 

survival English and study skills so that they are able to study 

abroad. 

Thus, ESP courses in Vietnam may be classified as follows 

14 

English for Science 

( EST -f 
Simultaneous 

&) Technology Post-experience 

For study abroad 

ESP 

English for Other Specific 
Subjects 

( EOSS) -1 
Simultaneous 

Post-experience 

For study abroad 

At present, there are some types of ESP in Vietnam. However, as 

already said above, a great majority of ESP learners are scientists 

and technolgists, so this paper is focussing only on EST, and 

especially on its two types : post-experience and for-study-abroad 

courses. These courses are discussed in detail throughout the paper 

whereas, the other EOSS courses are mentioned with a view to providing 

teachers and course organizers with a background of ESP in Vietnam so 

that they may have a better idea of the EST course they are organizing 

or teaching. 

1.3. The Development of ESP 
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ESP in Vietnam is still in the early stage of its development, 

so it is useful for the teachers and course designers to know the 

development of ESP in the world. By examining different approaches 

to ESP, they can find out which is the most relevant approach, and to 

what extent it can be applied in Vietnam. 

Strevens (1980a: 458) points out that in the course of 

development, ESP has moved from one extreme to another: At one 

extreme are EFL courses of a conventional kind in which the teaching 

texts display some slight orientation towards business or some other 

broad area of specialization (as when 11 Mr Smith is a teacher 11 is 

replaced by 'Mr. Smith is a travel agent 11
); at the opposite extreme 

are newly designed courses for particular, indentified learners with 

highly specific needs where the syllabus and materials involve the 

selection of specialized language and a close restriction of the 

11 skills 11 taught. 

The reasons why ESP has developed that way are partly 

attributable to the different approaches advocated by linguists. 

In the early days, some of the approaches to ESP were little 

different from those associated with tradit.ional ELT courses.The format 

typical of these approaches consisted of a selection of written texts 

followed by some explanation of vocabulary items, comprehension 

questions and language exercises in vocabulary and grammar. In 

teaching, grammatical patterns were explained in the mother-tongue 

and then practised on isolated sentences; the text was read several 



times and then comprehension questions were asked to check how well 

the learners understood its content; the exercises consisted of 

traditional drills with the addition of vocabulary items drawn from 

different subject areas. 
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The materials for ESP learners in Vietnam now belong to this 

approach. Texts were drawn from a wide variety of fields and written 

for a wide audience; there was no attempt to match the topic to the 

learners' subject area. Although the aim of the course was to enable 

the learners to read scientific texts, they were not taught to develop 

strategies for reading. Consequently, the learners spent much time on 

learning, but they gained relatively little. 

The second type of approach is from Herbert. With structures 

and practice sentences in the book The Structure of Technical English, 

Herbert attempts to 11 familiarise the foreign student with the kind of 

writing and kind of statements he is likely to find in his reading of 

scientific and technical literature 11 (Herbert 1965 : V ). He argues 

that certain linguistic and scientific notions can be expressed in a 

variety of structural forms, and he groups these forms together under 

the appropriate notion. This can be seen in the following table. 
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It is differentiate 

useful to distinguish between a blower and a liquid pump 

make a distinction 

unlike 

This engine, as distinct from the earlier one, has six 

as opposed to cylinders 
I -

This engine has as against the four cylinders 

six cylinders as compared with of the earlier one. 

as opposed to 

(Herbert, 1965) 

Although Herbert's approach does mark a move away from the 

"This is a thermometer 11 type of approach, the idea that scientific 

English can be taught through a general English structural syllabus 

with an overlay of scientific vocabulary is not very useful. It 

neither tells the learners when one form is preferred to another nor 

indicates how any particular form fits into the structure of a text, 

that is, what precedes and follows it. 

The third type of approach is a communicative approach 

which is now prevalent in ELT in general and in ESP in particular. 

This approach makes a clear distinction between "usage", that is 

language viewed as isolated items of grammatical structure; and 

"use 11
, in the sense of language used to express ideas through a set 

of theoretical acts. And for the communicative purpose, the learners 

should be taught the 11 use 11
, not the 11 usage" of the language. 



Take 11 English in Focus" for example. The series has been 

designed to help the science student tackle the sort of texts he will 

have to read and write in the course of his studies. Unlike the 

conventional materials in ELT, it does not list the grammatical 
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items like the passive or the conditional, but indicates how language 

is used to give expression to certain reasoning processes how it 

is used to define, classify, generalize, to make-hypotheses, draw 

conclusions and so on. By learning the language presented this way, 

the student will be able to read textbooks or other materials on his 

speciality ; to write reports on experiments ; to participate in 

classroom discussions. In other words, he will be able to perform his 

role in Eng.1 ish as a science student, and developing the ability to 

perform in such a role is precisely what the communicative approach 

means. 

In conclusion, there are a number of approaches to ESP, but 

it is hard to say which approach is the most useful without considering 

the situation in which it is applied. Similarly, the answer to the 

question which approach should be used in Vietnam depends on the 

background of ESP teaching in that country, for example, the materials 

available, the number of teachers, the facilities, and administration. 

(These factors are discussed in chapter two). None of the approaches is 

perfect, so any particular approach should be modified in order to be 

relevant to the specific situation in which ESP is being learned and 

taught. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE TEACHING OF EFL AND ESP IN VIETNAM 

2.1. English as a Foreign Language at Secondary Schools 

In Vietnam children go to school at the age of seven. They 

study in primary schools for eight years from form one to eight. 

Secondary schools include forms nine to twelve. Children leave school 

at the age of eighteen or nineteen.For further education, they may 

enter vocational schools, colleges or universities. 

The main foreign languages taught at secondary schools are 

Russian and English. Most schools teach either Russian or English; 

however, some schools teach both languages : half the pupils learn 

Russian, and the other half learn English. This situation occurs only 

when the number of pupils is great, and the school is provided with 

enough teachers to teach both languages. 

English was introduced into secondary schools as a school 

subject in 1971. It has been taught mainly by teachers trained at the 

Foreign Languages Teachers Training Colleges and with books produced 

by the Ministry for Education. The class size is big (about forty 

pupils per class), and the teaching aids are few; therefore, most 

teachers prefer to use Grammar-Translation method. After three years' 

study, totalling 270 hours, the pupils are expected to know 

approximately 1500 words, and be able to read and understand short 
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texts written in simple English on everyday topics. 

It is intended that in the near future English will be 

taught in the later years of primary school (from form six onwards),. 

After this change the pupils' knowledge of English is expected to be 

better than now. It is also hoped that after six years' study the pupils 

will have a basic knowledge of English with which they can easily enter 

the field of EST later. 

2.2. English as a Major Subject at Colleges Specializing in Foreign 

Languages 

At present, in Vietnam there are five colleges specializing 

in foreign languages : Three of them are Teacher Training Colleges that 

train teachers of English for secondary schools, and two of them are 

Foreign Language Colleges whose main task is to train interpreters for 

all branches of the nation and teachers for tertiary institutions. 

Although these colleges differ some what in their functions they 

have many things in common : 

a) The•teachers are well-trained. About one third of them have 

been teaching English for more than fifteen years; one third of them 

have been trained abroad in teaching English as a foreign language. 

Therefore, most of them have experienced different kinds of teaching 

method; they are not dependent on a single method, bu-t try to make use 

of the advantages of each method in their teaching. 

b) In these Colleges, both foreign text-books and text-books 



produced by teachers have been used together, so the weakness of one 

kind is compensated for by the strength of the other. 

c) Equipment is good. Language laboratories, film projectors, 

slide-projectors, and tape-recorders are always available for 

individual or group use. 

d) Students stay at college for four or five years and spend 
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most of their time studying English. In learning, they are trained in 

all four macro-skills, with a little emphasis on speaking and listening 

for the first two years, and on reading, writing, and. grammar for the 

last two or three years. After four or five years• study, the students 

are expected to know approximately 5000 words and be able to speak and 

understand spoken English on everyday topics or other topics they have 

studied, be able to read and understand fairly long texts on modern 

literature and political issues, and to write precis and short 

compositions. 

For more than twenty years, these five colleges have made a 

valuable contribution to training teachers and interpreters specializing 

in foreign languages. In addition, they have played an important part 

in organizing and teaching English courses for part-time learners. It 

is the teachers of these colleges who have produced materials and text

books for these courses.It is the teachers and students of these 

colleges who have undertaken the teaching of these courses themselves. 

In future the society will require more from these colleges; therefore, 

they should bring into play all resources they have (teachers, text-books, 



equipment} to contribute to teaching EFL in general, and ESP/EST 

in particular. How they should do so is discussed in chapter three 

of this paper. 

2.3. English for Other Specific Subjects at Colleges 

Specializing in Specific Discipline 
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In Vietnam, there are four institutions that teach English 

for Specific Purposes because the students of these institutions will 

need to use English as part of their work later. These institutions 

are the College of Foreign Trade, the College of Foreign Affairs, the 

College of Navigation, and the College of Tourism. Out of the four, 

the College of Foreign Trade and the College of Foreign Affairs are 

more experienced in teaching ESP : They have a long history of 

teaching, a body of well-trained teachers, and a good supply of 

text-books and equipments. 

The aim of teaching English at the four institutions named 

is to provide students with an adequate knowledge of English used in 

the field they are studying so that they can use it for their work 

later. For this aim, they spend up to forty per cent of teaching time 

on English. In teaching English they follow the same format as 

follows : 

- For the first two years, they teach basic English and 

for a long time two of them have been using New Concept English by 

L. Alexander as text-books. The focus is on listening and speaking 

at this stage. 



- For the last three years, besides basic English they 

teach translation, listening, and some writing. For translation, 

teachers select materials from newspapers and journals in both 

Vietnamese and English on the field the college specializes in, and 
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ask students to translate them from English to Vietnamese or vice-versa. 

For listening, teachers let students listen to English programmes 

recorded from the radio on topics related to the field. 

- At the end of the course, students are examined in 

speaking, listening and written translation. 

Apart from the English course for full-time students, these 

colleges also organize English courses for part-time learners who are 

already qualified in commerce, diplomacy, or navigation but who now 

want to work with English-speaking people. These courses generally 

last eighteen months, twenty hours/week, with students continuing 

with their ordinary work while studying. 

These colleges may have some shot't<cominqs in teaching 

English for Specific Purposes, but they have already set a good 

example in teaching English and specialized subjects to the cadres. 

2.4. English for Science and Technology at Some Tertiary 

Institutions 

It is intended that in some tertiary institutions related 

to science and technology, students should learn EST. But in fact, 

the number of students learning English is still very small. In 



addition, the language they learn is general English which is 

supplemented by some texts selected from journals or text-b·o5)ks _in 
. . -
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English on the subject students are.stud_v.ing.Consequently, they cannot 

read books in their discipline quickly enough because they have to 

look up a dictionary constantly. To improve the situation, the amount 

of time for English study should be increased; a text-book that deals 

with the form of the language and the skills needed in reading 

scientific literature should be compiled in order to help scientists 

and technologists to cope with scientific materials even while they 

are still at college. 

2.5. English Courses for Part-time Learners 

English for part-time learners is the focus of this paper, 

so it is worth discussing in detail : 

2.5.1. Learners 

All the part-time learners are adults, and most of them are 

post-experience learners (i.e. they are all qualified in their job's, 

but ·they need English so that they can use it for their work when 
necessary). 

A great number of learners work in fields related to 

science and technology. A fairly large number of them are teachers, 

doctors, nurses, and pharmacists, and the rest of them come from a 

variety of occupations. 

Generally speaking, most of them are beginners or false 

beginners in English. Only a small number are at an intermediate level, 



but they are good merely at reading; their speaking and listening 

ability may be very poor. 

The purpose of their learning English is clear. All of them 

want to be able to read English materials on their speciality so that 

they can extract useful information for their work. Some of them want 

to work abroad for two or three years in English-speaking countries, 

to attend international conferences, or to follow a course on their 

speciality. Therefore, they need to be able to speak and understand 

spoken English so that they can communicate in English when they are 

working abroad. A few learners study English because they want to get 

a certificate in English for their higher education or promotion. 

So far the learners have been grouped into a mixed class 

regardless of their professional specialization, and p~rposes in 

study. That is why they have little interest in study because they 

have to learn what they do not need, thus wasting a lot of time, and 

progressing very slowly. 

Grouping of learners is a very important factor in designing 

an ESP course. It is necessary that learners should be grouped into 

a ,homogeneous class according to subject matters and purposes of 

study. For example, scientists and technologists make up one class, 

and doctors another class. What is more, scientists who want to work 

or study overseas should be put into one group, and who want to read 

scientific literature another group. Learners who are going abroad 

should be taught survival English and skills needed for understanding 



lectures and taking part in discussion. Whereas, learners wanting to 

read scientific books and journals should be taught form·s of the 

language ,skills needed for reading these materials. 

2.5.2. Organization of Course 
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English courses for part-time learners are organized in two 

ways either by user-institutions or by language centers and colleges. 

a) Some user-institutions like offices, institutes, hospitals; 

and factories organize English courses for their own staff. They 

hfre a teacher of English and pay all other costs. Learners in these 

courses do not have to pay for their study, and do not have to work 

on the day they have an English lesson; therefore, they study hard 

in order to keep face. In addition, the class is often small and more 

homogeneous,so the learners have more chances to practise what they 

learn, and they can go at the same pace. As a result, they progress 

fairly quickly in their study. However, the disadvantage is that the 

course is very expensive, and sometimes causes problems for the office 

because many people go to class at the same time and some work may be 

disrupted. 

b) English courses organized by the language centres or colleges 

are for learners who pay for their own study or for people from user

institutions that cannot afford to open a separate course. 

A centre runs many courses at a time, so these courses are 

much cheaper and offer a variety of language levels, class times, and 



materials. A learner can choose any course that suits him. However, 

the disadvantage is that the class-size is always big {around thirzy . 
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1 earners), and not homogeneous. Therefore, the progress of some advanced 

learners may be slowed down by the slow movement of the whole class. 

The problem arising in the organization of courses is the 

relationship between the number of learners in each class and the 

cost of study. If the number is smaller, the cost is higher, and 

vice-versa. 

The best solution for this problem is that the government 

should subsidise the language centres so that they can organize 

sma 11 er and more homogeneou:s cl asses for learners. If the government 

agrees to do so; on the one hand, the organization of cour~e will be 

more economical in comparis·on with the cost each user-institution 

has to pay for its own course. On the other hand, language centres 

and colleges can bring into full play all their resources (teachers, 

equipments, text-books, and other materials) in teaching ESP/EST 

to cadres throughout the country. 

2.5.3. Length of Course 

There are two main types of courses in terms of time 

short-term courses and long-term courses. 

a) Short-term courses often last from six to nine months. 

Learners of these courses go to class five or six days a week and 

study for three hours a day. The advantage of these courses is that 
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the learners are exposed to language every day, so they may learn it 

quicker. In addition, they may be more motivated in learning because 

they see that they are progressing,· every day. Never th el ess, the 

learners may find it hard to digest a lot of things in a short time, 

especially when they are too busy with their work. Besides this, those 

who have to go away for a week or two on business may find it difficult 

to follow the class because they are left far behind. Sometimes weak 

learners have to drop out. 

b} Long-term courses often last from eighteen to twenty four 

months. Learners in these courses go to class two days a week and 

study three hours a day. These courses are suitable for people who 

sometimes miss the class because they have to travel on business, or 

are too busy with their work. These courses are also suitable for slow 

learners because they have more time to digest what they learn in a 

week. On the other hand, these courses seem to be too long, so some 

busy people cannot afford to continue until the end. 

In short, the length of course is really a problem. If the 

course is too short, the learner will find it hard to digest the 

language. If it is too long, it does not meet the urgent need of the 

learners in time. 

To solve this problem, the course designer should weigh 

carefully the importance of each skill, vocabulary item, and 

structure to be taught and select only ones ' that help the learners 

to speak and understand English in their field. In other words, the 
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teacher and course designer should cut out all the things that are 

not related to the learners 1 subject-matter or purpose of study. Only 

by doing so, can the course designer make a short-term course less 

hard. , and a long-term course shorter in comparison with present 

courses. 

2.5.5. Materials and Methods 

a) Materials used in courses for part-time learners are 

produced by teachers themselves. They usually concentrate on explaining 

grammar rules, and consist of many exercises on isolated words and 

sentence patterns, and a lot of translation as well. The language in 

these materials is general English. 

Recently, foreign text~books like•Kernel Lessons, Stream 

Lines, and New Concept English have been introduced into English 

courses for part-time learners. It is a new development in teaching 

The language to be taught appears to be more natural, more authentic; 

however, it is still general English for general courses. ESP/EST 

courses need materials that deal with the specialized language used 

in a specific subject-matter. For example, EST materials need to 

include quantifications, formulae, symbols, Greek and Latin roots 

and affixes, grammar and lexis needed for the rhetoric of science. 

b) Teachers teaching English to part-time learners are teachers 

of English at secondary schools or teachers of colleges specializing 

in foreign languages. They are all EFL teachers, and none of them are 

trained to teach ESP/EST. In addition, the learners in every course 



are not homogeneous in their needs. That is why the dominant method 

used in English courses for part-time learners is Grammar-Translation 

method. In class, the most common activities of the teacher are 

explaining grammar rules ,and all the meanings of each new word 

asking the learners to give exainples of grammatical items or new 

words which have been just explained; then correcting them if there 

are mistakes. Sometimes, the teacher says sentences containing 

grammar points or new words either in English or Vietnamese, then 

asks the learners to translate them. As far as the text is concerned, 

the teacher asks the learners to read it, translate it, and finally 

answer the questions at the end of it. The most common activities of 

the learners are copying the explanation and examples of the teacher, 

reading and translating the text or separate sentences. They rarely 

have a chance to speak about topics ou~side the text. As a result, 

the learners know a great number of English words, and understand 

clearly the grammar rules, but they cannot say several sentences at 

a time even on everyday topics. 

In short, the teachers tend to focus on the language 

itself, rather than on its use for the learners'purposes, e.g. 

extracting information from English texts. 

Materials and methods are very important factors in 

designing and teaching ESP/EST courses, so they are discussed in 

more detail in chapter three of this paper. 

3Q 



CHAPTER 3 

GUIDELINES FOR MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT 

AND TEACHER TRAINING 
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In the book Developing a Curriculum: a Practical Guide, 

Audrey and Howard Nicholls (1978) put forward a diagram which shows the 

relationship between components in the curriculum process, that is 

situation analysis, selection of objectives, selection and organization 

of content, selection and organization of methods, and evaluation. 

These components interact with each other: each component is 

determined by the preceding one and then in its turn, determines 

the foll owing component 

Selectio~ ituation analysis 

( J ,uation 

of content. 
Selecti n and organization J 

Selection and organization 
--~ of methods. 

This diagram can be used for any educational purpose for 

any subject matter, at any level and in any place. In language 

teaching, especially in ESP teaching, the first thing the course 

designer has to do is to identify the learners' needs and the 
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situation in which they will study. Secondly, on the basis of 

situation analysis the course designer will work out the objectives 

which the learners are expected to achieve at the end of the course. 

For example, at the end of an EST reading course, the learners are 

expected to be able to understand word-structures, sentence connectors; 

to interpret symbols and diagrams; to skim a chapter for main points 

or scan a text for special references to draw conclusions and 

predict outcomes. Thirdly, the course designer has to select the 

relevant materials and appropriate method to teach the learners with 

a view to enabling them to achieve the objectives which have been set 

up right at the beginning of the course. Finally, the course designer 

has to evaluate the materials and methods by testing to see how the 

learners progress. If the learners progress slowly because of 

irrelevant materials or inappropriate methods, the course designer 

must do some adjustments, so that the learners can reach the goal as 

expected. If the progress of the learners is still slow after some 

adjustments to materials and methods have been made, the situation 

analysis and selection of objectives must be reconsidered. That is 

the process the course designer has to follow in the teaching of EFL 

in general, or EST in particular. And all the components in the process 

should be discussed carefully; materials and methods are discussed 

in this chapter; situation analysis, selection of objectives, and 

evaluation the following chapter. 

3.1. Materials 

In Principles of Language Learning and Teaching, Brown 
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(1980 : 112) writes, 11A learner will be successful with the proper 

motivation 11
• If the learner is poorly motivated, he progresses very 

slowly, but if he is highly motivated, he may master the language in 

a short time. Besides social and psychological factors, school 

facilities, method of teaching and materials can contribute a great 

deal to the learner's motivation. But for an EST course, what kind of 

material can motivate the learners? In answer to this question, many 

people agree that the material must be specialized, authentic and 

enable the learner to communicate in his field. 

3.1.1. Communicative Purposes 

Brown (1980 : 180) points out that 11The culmination of 

language learning, however, is not simply in the mastery of the forms 

of language, but the mastery of forms in order to accomplish the 

communicative functions of language 11
• This means that the mastery 

of vocabulary and structures of the language results in nothing if 

the learner cannot use these forms for the purpose of communication. 

Therefore, in the class-room . the learner should be taught not only 

vocabulary and structures of the language but also the way in which 

people address each other, communicate with each other, influence 

each other through language - for example, by explanation, contradiction, 

giving information, asking questions, apologizing, and stating objections. 

Thus, it is important that besides the forms of the language 

a material producer must take into account the communicative functions 

of the language that the learners need master during and after the 

course. 
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Learners of a different kind need a different set of 

comnunicative functions. For example, a nurse.1 s communicative purposes 

are much different from those of a scientist; a pilot's purposes 

different from those of a telephonist. That is why, in the teaching 

of EST, the material producer or the course designer must, at first, 

identify the scientists• communicative purposes, then draw up a list 

of functions, vocabulary, and structures that will realize those 

communicative purposes. 

Strevens (1977: 95-106) suggested a set of communicative 

purposes for engineers or technicians who will work at a factory or 

similar place of work. In the scheme, Strevens made a distinction 

between three kinds of communicative purpose 

a) General These are types of communication, spoken and 

written, which might be found in most engineering 

or technical places of work. 

b) Social These concern relations with workmates, employer, 

the community at large. 

c) Special These are types and topics of communication 

specific to a particular industry, trade, branch 

of engineering, etc. 

In each section, he listed the functions the engineers or technicians 

may have to master and the structures to realize these functions. 

One function (instruction) in the list is given on Appendix A 



as an illustration. 

Strevens 1 scheme of communicative purpose is obviously 

in~complete, but it illustrates the general principle of analysing 

communicative purposes, at any rate in one set of conditions. 
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Thus, the material producer can proceed the same way before he 

writes materials for a particular group of learners, say, scientists or 

technologists who are going to study abroad, or who want to work and 

talk with scientists from other countries in English. 

3.1.2. Authenticity 

Another aspect of materials that can motivate the learners 

is the authenticity. Williams (1984 : 25) says : 

11The advantage of using authentic texts is that they a 11 ow 
the learners to experience 1 real 1 instances of language 
use. Provided that learners are reasonably successful in 
dealing with the text, this can give a sense of achievement 
and confidence. Moreover, if the learner is expected 
eventually to cope with real language outside the classroom, 
then surely the best way to prepare for it is by looking 
at real language inside the class-room11

• 

From the learner's viewpoint, the authentic material of 

most relevance is that which she/he brings for study. Such a 

procedure may be appropriate where individual assistance is available, 

but is hard to implement in a class-room situation. 

Agreeing with the use of authentic text, Williams still 

stresses, 11 Provided that learners must be reasonably successful in 

dealing with the text11
• This means that authentic texts used must 



comply to the learners' linguistic competence otherwise, they will 

Yield bad result. 
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However, many text-book writers do not see this point. They 

do not take into account the learners' competence. Whereas they 

over,-estimate the usefulness of authenticity by saying that the 

passages which do not derive from the "real" world outside the class

room will not help (or will even hinder) the student who wishes to 

use language in the real world. Possibly, these writers may be 

confusing 11authenticity 11 with 11relevance 11 of the materials. 

Widdowson (1978 : 80) distinguishes between authenticity 

which is a feature of the relationship between text and reader, and 

genuineness which is a feature of the text. The teacher needs to 

decide which feature is more relevant for the class being taught. 

Generally, the preference seems to be for authenticity, that is, 

using a text in a way similiar to that which the learners will need. 

Kennedy (1984 : 48) appears to be reasonable when talking 

about the selection of texts for ESP courses. He suggests both kinds 

of texts : authentic and simplified, and states 

"The decision about which approach to adopt depends on 
the relationship between the conceptual and the linguistic 
competence of the learner 11

• 

According to Kennedy, if both concepts and language are 

at a low level, i.e. the learner is beginning, say, science and 

language learning, then simplified materials may be suitable. If the 



conceptual knowledge of the learner is higher than his linguistic 

level, then authentic materials are preferable. 

In Vietnam, most EST learners are already qualified 

scientists and technologists, and their conceptual knowledge is 

higher than their linguistic level. Therefore, they should be taught 

authentic materials rather than simplified ones. 
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Authentic materials do not mean only written texts. They 

may consist of tapes, maps, pictures, and so on. Especially in 

scientific literature, there are a lot of maps, charts, graphs, 

diagrams, and tables from which a scientist can extract a lot of 

information. Nuttall (1982 : 42) states that "when we undertake 

authentic reading tasks, we are frequently helped by information that 

is not obtained from the text itself 11
• Nuttall also points out three 

categories of non-text information as follows : 

graphic conventions punctuation, type-face 

reference apparatus title, index 

- non-verbal information: maps, diagrams, tables ... 

These categories of non-text information are very important 

for scientists and technologists, so they should be included in t he 

materials for EST courses, especially for EST reading courses. 

In short, authentic materials are useful and necessary for 

EST courses. However, when selecting and grading the texts, the course 

designer must be sure that the text is relevant to the learners' 
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subject-matter and it is within their linguistic competence. 

In addition, the course designer and teacher should know 

that authenticity means that nothing of the original text is changed 

and that its presentation and layout are retained. A newspaper, for 

instance, should be presented as it first appeared in the paper : with 

the same type face, the same space devoted to the headlines, the 

same accompanying picture. 

3.1.3. E.S.T Materials 

What distinguishes a .general English course from an ESP 

course is that the materials for the latter deal as far as possible 

with the special language used in a specific occupation or profession 

such as hotel English, scientific English, and so on. 

For this reason, the production and selection of materials 

for an EST course must be based on the language register, that is, 

English used in science and technology. Certainly, English used in 

science and technology is not another kind of language; it does not 

possess separate, special grammar, special pronunciation, special 

spelling or orthography of words. However, scientific English has some 

characteristics that distinguish it from the English language used 

in another field. For an EST course, the learners need to learn only 

this kind of language i.e. scientific English, not the other kind of 

language used for other subject matter. For this reason, the material 

producer must take into account all the characteristics of scientific 

English if he wants to produce relevant materials for an EST course. 
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Strevens (1980a: 465-6) points out seven characteristics of scientific 

English as follows 

a. Quantifications, formulae, symbols . 

b. Greek and Latin roots and affixes. 

c. Precise and frequent use of logical-grammatical 

connectors. 

d. Long nominal groups 

e. Frequent passives 

f. The grammar and lexis needed for the rhetoric of 

science 

g. Special lexis. 

It is clear that quantifications, formulae, symbols, grapbs, 

diagrams and tables appear frequently in scientific literature, 

therefore they should be introduced into the materials. In addition, 

there exist a number of rules for verbalizing, in speech and writing, 

numerical and algebraic quantities and expressions, so it is 

necessary to teach the learners how to say in English, say, fractions, 
2 decimals, contractions such as cm , Kh2 , rms, PSI. It is also 

necessary to teach the learners how to interpret graphs, tables or 

diagrams because they contain a lot of information which the learners 

need to extract. 

Another important characteristic of scientific English is 

the use of logical-grammatical connectors (e.g. thus, similarly, 

because, however, unless, suppose) . In the first place, these 

connectors are frequently used for precise expression of logical 
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relationships between the ideas or concepts in the scientific field. 

If the scientist knows how to use these he can understand when 

reading or listening and express himself with ease and precision. 

Strevens (l~~Olif 125,) states that there are approximately 100 items, 

and they can be grouped into seven notional classes . (See Appendix B) 

Besides connectors, it has been often observed that 

scientific texts employ verbs in their passive forms to a greater 

extent than most non-scientific texts. For example, instead of saying, 
11A thermost,at maintains the temperature of the solution at 60°c 11 

as in everyday discourse, in scientific texts, it is likely to be 

written in the passive form : 11The temperature of the solution is 

maintained at 60°c by a thermostat 11
• 

Like the passive forms of the verbs, long nominal groups 

are often used in scientific texts. For example, 'Xis defined by 

the limits of a central area equal to half the area of the distribution 

curve', or 'right upper inlet valve spring compression lever'. 

Great attention should also be paid to scientific 

vocabulary, especially the words composed of Greek and Latin roots 

and affixes. Strevens (19.80!:i": :.i:27,) points out that every scientist 

needs to be familiar with about fifty prefixes (eg.a-, anti-, auto-, 

contra-, ex-, intra- , mono-, pre-, syn-, tran-, un-, etc) about 

thirty suffixes (eg. -able, -al, -ic, -ise, -meter, -phage, etc.), 

and about 100 roots (e.g. bio, calor, geo, tele, dermis, therm, etc). 

In short, any materials that take into account the 



characteristics of scientific English will motivate the learners 

when they are learning and by being exposed a lot to English of 

these characteristics they will be able to speak or to read more 

easily the scientific literature in English which they have to cope 

with at work. 

3.1:4. EST Materials in Vietnam 

As briefly mentioned in section 2.5.4, materials used in 

English courses for part-time learners in Vietnam are produced by 

teachers themselves. Although these materials have contributed a 

great deal to teaching English to adult learners over the past ten 

years, they prove to have the following short-comings which text

book writers should avoid when producing materials for EST courses. 

Firstly, the language in these materials is not authentic 

most of the texts are written by the teachers, or taken from 

newspapers and text-books written in English by non-English speaking 

people in Vietnam or in other countries. 

Secondly, topics are everyday ones they are not related 

to any specific discipline of the learners. 

Finally, the focus of these materials is on teaching words, 

sentence-patterns, grammar-rules, and translation, rather than the 

skills the learners need to have, e.g. scanning and skimming skills 

in a reading course~ 
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To make the above idea more explicit, it is worth considering 



the book English for Scientists and Technicians. This book is really 

intended for people working in the field of science, but it is not 

much different from other books. In the first place, it is over

loaded with texts and grammatical items. Within 500 - 600 teaching 

hours, the book tries to cover nearly all the difficult and complex 

grammar points like participles, gerunds, emphatic inversions, 
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future perfect tense, absolute constructions and many uses of Can, 

May, Must, Shall, Will. The book has sixty lessons, and each lesson 

contains three or four separate texts. Even worse, these texts are 

long (about 600 words), contain too many new words (forty to sixty 

words each text), and are not related to one another. Take one lesson 

for example, the main text is 11 Predicting the weather 11 
; whereas, the 

dialogue is 110n the train", the text for translation 11 Man made Moon 11
, 

and the text for reading "The old man 1 s secret11
• In the second place, 

exercises in the book are inadequate (only five to seven exercises 

each lesson), and monotonous (mainly completion or translation). 

Furthermore, the book deals with a wide range of topics which are 

not related to science and technology. 

As a result, learners studying this text-book know a lot of 

English words and grammar rules, but cannot converse with foreign 

scientists in English because they are not trained enough in speaking 

and listening. Similarly, they have great.difficulty in reading 

scientific materials in English because they are not taught technical 

terms as well as the skills needed for reading, e.g. intetpreting 

diagrams, inferring meaning from the context, and identifying the 

main point of a paragraph. 
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To conclude, in the current early stage of EST teaching in 

Vietnam when no foreign text-books have been available and no teachers 

have been trained in teaching EST, short~comings in EST materials 

produced by teachers are inevitable. But in future, text-book writers 

should take into consideration the criteria for EST materials (that is 

authenticity, relevance, and communication), whenever they produce 

materials for any EST course. Only by doing so can they contribute 

efectively to the development of EST teaching/ learning in Vietnam. 

3.2. Teacher Training 

On how to teach ESP, Strevens (1980a: 466) writes, 11 ESP 

itself is not a methodology, and ESP courses and materials provide 

examples of almost every possible methodology and technique". This 

means that in teaching ESP, the teacher need not worry too much 

about which method is the best one, or waste time looking for a new 

method. The only thing he has to do is to adapt the conventional 

methods and techniques for a new purpose of teaching, say, teaching 

EST. (This is discussed in deta i 1 in 1 a ter parts of this chapter). 

What is more important than methodology is the characteristics of 

the teacher and how to train him as an efficient and devoted teacher 

in the field of EST. 

3.2.L The Characteristics of an EST Teacher 

Kennedy and Bolitho (1984) has. listed the most important 10 

characteristics of an ESP teacher as follows : 



- ability to analyse language. 

- ability to interpret and 11sift 11 syllabus. 

- ability to analyse learner's needs and to adapt to 

changing expectations. 

- ability to design programmes. 

- ability to select from text-books. 

- ability to write materials and to exploit authentic 

texts. 

- Willingness to set aside prejudice and to cross 

subject boundaries. 

- ability to cope with psychological and socio-cultural 

barriers to learning. 

- knowledge of subject. 

- fl e~_i bili ty · of approach. 

In Vietnam, all teachers are EFL teachers and none of them 

is trained in teaching EST. Therefore, they may show unwillingness, 

and even fear when asked to teach EST. For this reason, "wi 11 i ngness" 

must become the first requirement from a teacher. If he is willing to 

teach, he may be able to overcome all his weaknesses and to become 

an efficient EST teacher. 

The second requirement from a teacher is the ability to 

analyse the learner's needs. As discussed above, the language needs 

of a learner learning ESP are qµite different from those of a 

learner learning EFL,so the teacher needs to be able. to.-identify these 

language needs. Only on the basis of the needs analysis, can he 
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design an appropriate syllabus for a class, and select or write 

relevant materials for it. Other~ise:, much time and money would 

be wasted because the learner may be taught what he does not need in 

his work. 
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The third requirement, knowledge of subject, is hard to 

achieve, but it does help the teacher to gain confidence in teaching. 

Once a teacher is sure about what he is teaching, he will teach more 

vividly, thus helping the learners more effectively in their learning. 

The demands on ESP teachers seem to be fairly high, but 

they are quite realistic and practical. Anyone who wants to become 

an efficient ESP teacher should try to achieve the above qualities. 

And in fact, these qualities can be acquired by self-training or 

through a training course. 

3.2.2. Teacher Training in EST 

3.2.2.1. Contents 

Ewer (1976) points out that the EFL/ESL teacher who turns 

to the teaching of EST finds that his difficulties fall broadly into 

five categories - attitudinal, conceptual, linguistic, methodological 

and organizational. Therefore, a training course should deal with 

these problems so that on leaving a course teachers can take up EST 

teaching confidently. 

In Vietnam, attitudinal and methodological problems are 

not crucial because most EFL teachers have experience in teaching 
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part-time learners, and in general they have a good relationship with 

learners. That is why their anti-science bias may not exist if they 

become familiar with basic scientific concepts and linguistic features 

of EST. 

Thus, an EST teacher training programme in Vietnam should consist 

of three sections that correspond to the remaining three areas of 

difficulties mentioned above : conceptual, linguistic, and 

organizational. 

a) Conceptual and linguistic problems may be solved by getting 

teachers to read actual scientific texts or selected materials from 

EST text-books which they may use later. After reading each text, the 

instructor and trainee teachers have a discussion in Vietnamese in 

which teachers ask what they do not understand, the instructor 

explains it to them, then draws their attention to special language 

features used in the text. For example, the instructor will help 

teachers to read aloud scientific formulae and symbols or to write 

them in words; he will also need to explain the meaning of the Greek 

and Latin roots or affixes, and how these roots and affixes are used 

to form technical terms. Other language features of EST that trainee 

teachers should pay attention to are mentioned in section 3.1.3. of 

this paper. 

It is hoped that through readings and discussions trainee 

teachers will gradually become familiar with key scientific concepts 

and syntactic features as well as lexical items often used in 



science and technology. But a short training course is inadequate. 

Together with self-training teachers should be expected to attend 

at least two courses : the first on "General Scientific English 11
, 

and later another, "English for Specific Subjects 11
• The interval 

between two courses should be about a year because teachers cannot 

digest many scientific concepts at a time. So, it is better for them 

to practise what they have learned by teaching an EST course on 

general topics before they take up a course on a specific discipline. 

b) As far as the organizational problem is concerned, a 
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training course should focus on helping teachers to identify the 

learners I needs so that they can work out the objectives for the course 

and decide on appropriate method and materials to use. 

Thus, during the course the instructor should tell the 

trainee teachers what kind of information they need in needs analysis, 

and in what way they can obtain such information. 

For example, from the learner the information a teacher 

needs to know would normally include : 

- Learner's identity (age, sex, occupation, place of 

work) 

- Time at his disposal (number of hours a day, at what 

time of day, learning during or outside work.ing hours) 

- Where learning is done. (at college or at work) 

- Financing of tuition (who pays for the tuition) 

- Ways in which the language is intended to be used. 
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+ Language activities (e.g. telephoning, giving orders, 

arguing, explaining) 

+ Language situations (e.g. face-to-face) 

+ Referential objects (e.g. Scientific reference). 

- Language skills to be developed (listening, speaking, 

reading, or writing). 

A teacher or course designer also needs to know some 

information about the teaching establishment e.g. teachers, teaching 

aids, materials. So that he can adapt its resources and curricula to 

meet the expectations and requirements of the learner. 

To obtain the information from learners and the teaching 

establishment,el~ven methods can be used (Richterich and Chancerel 

1980 : 11) : Survey, sample survey, questionnaire, interview, attitude 

scale, intelligence test, language test, job analysis, content 

analysis, statistical analysis, and fixing of objectives. In designing 

an EST course in Vietnam the most useful methods would be questionnaire, 

language test and interview. 

In training teachers to identify the learners' needs, the 

best way is to let trainee teachers work with the learners of an EST 

course which is going to open or has just opened. After getting 

information from the learners by using questionnaires, language tests 

and interviews, each teacher could be required to work out a set of 

objectives for the course, a set of skills to be taught and to suggest 

materials and methods to be used. Then the instructor and trainee 



teachers will discuss in Vietnamese suggestions from each teacher to 

find out which suggestions are the most appropriate. 
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In short, if a training course helps teachers to over-come 

conceptual and linguistic difficulties, and shows them how to organize 

an EST course (examples can be seen in chapter four and five), the 

teachers may not feel afraid when they begin to teach EST. 

3.2.2.2. Implementation 

In Vietnam, EST is still in the early stage of development, 

so the tr~ining of teachers in EST needs to involve the participation 

of and contributions from many organizations and specialists. 

Firstly, each college specializing in foreign languages 

should have an English Department for Part-time Learners. The staff 

of this department would be assigned the task of designing curricula 
' producing materials and training teachers for EST courses. It is 

advisable that people in English Departments for Part-time Learners 

of all colleges should co-operate so that the production of materials 

and the training of teachers will have the same standard. 

Secondly, every English Department for Part-time Learners 

should co-operate with specialists at the Institute of Science. These 

specialists could give help in suggesting materials or participating 

in training teachers, especially in a course training teachers to teach 

English for Specific Subjects. 

Thirdly, the government needs to allocate funds to every 



foreign language college or centre for the EST teacher training 

programme, because this programme needs a lot of money for materials 

development, equipment, and teacher training. The 1:enifits, however, 

would soon be apparent. 

Fourthly, every foreign language college or centre should 

often organize seminars on EST teaching and learning where EFL 

teachers come and exchange experience in teaching EST. Seminars are 

particularly suitable because they are easily organized, and allow a 

great number of people to participate. 

Finally, a Vietnamese journal on EST teaching and 

learning should be issued in which experience and opinions will be 

discussed. A journal of this kind can reach every teacher and give 

him constant help during his teaching of EST. A journal supplements 

seminars for it comes out regularly and helps both EST teachers and 

1 earners. 

In conclusion, teacher training plays a very important 

part in the preparation of any EST course. The content of a training 

course in Vietnam should focus on solving problems in scientific 

concepts and special language features as well as in organization 

and administration. Training can be realized through short courses 

or by self-instruction. In some ways, self-instruction is the most 

important because a teacher himself know clearly what he really needs 

to be trained in ; whereas a training course only deals with general 

problems for all teachers attending the course. 
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CHAPTER 4 

GUIDELINES FOR COURSE ORGANIZATION 

4.1. Factors Influencing the Organization of an EST Course 

In general, before organizing an EST course, a course 

designer often begins with the analysis of the learners 1 needs. In 

analysing the information from learners and the teaching establishment, 

the course designer should pay attention to the following factors 

which influence a great deal the success of the course. 

4.1.1. Learners 

4.1.1.1. Educational Background 

In Vietnam the learners are scientists and technologists, 

but they come from different disciplines such as mathematics, physics, 

biology, chemistry, zoology, agriculture, and architecture. However, 

they have one thing in common. They all have studied science at 

universities in Vietnamese. Now they are graduates and post-graduates, 

and want to learn English to gain access to the scientific literature 

in English. 

4.1.1.2. Age 

Their ages cover a wide range. The youngest may be twenty

two years old, and the oldest over fifty. But the majority are about 

thirty five or forty. At this age, they are thought to be mature and 



experienced; moreover, many of them occupy high positions in 

administrative organizations. Therefore, in general they are afraid 
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of losing face because of bad results in language tests or examinations. 

Thus, the teacher should design a test in such a way that the learners 

have more chances to succeed than fail. In addition, the teacher should 

return tests or examination papers individually so that a learner who 

fails may not feel shocked because of bad marks. 

Furthermore, EST 1 earners are a 11 adults, so the way they 

learn English is quite different from the way that children do. The 

adults often learn by 11 problem-solving 11
, so the teacher should take 

this into account when teaching English to them. Instead of using 

repetitive exercises, he should present the learners with a problem 

and help them to solve it. For example, EST lear.ners may be presented 

with a problem "how to give instructions for an experiment". To help 

the learners, the teacher may tell them to use imperative sentences 

and sequence connectors such as first, second, then, next, finally. 

By solving "problems", the adult learners learn the language easily 

and can use it effectively later. 

4.1.1.3. linguistic and Conceptual Level 

The relationship between the linguistic and the conceptual 

level of the learner in an EST course is very important. The way to 

teach a trained scientist is quite different from that for a scientist 

still in training because their conceptual levels are not the same. 

The trained scientist who has mastered the scientific concepts in his 
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native language needs to learn only the language. By contrast, the 

scientist who is being trained needs to be taught both the language 

and the scientific concepts not necessarily in the same lesson. In 

Vietnam, most EST learners are traitied scientists and technologists, 

but in English they are beginners or false beginers. Therefore, the 

course designer or teacher must be careful in selecting the materials 

so that the texts chosen satisfy two criteria: They can be used to 

teach the language, and their content must be relevant to the 

learners I knowledge so that they will not be irritated with over

simplified ideas in the texts. 

4.1.1.4. Purposes of Study 

want 

There are three major purposes of EST learners. They may 

- to gain access to specialist materials in English so 

that they can get useful information for their research 

work. 

- to be able to exchange with English speaking specialists 

abroad and to attend international conferences or 

courses on their speciality in which English is used. 

- to get a certificate that he or she has completed 

a course in English as a for~ign language. This 

certificate may be a condition for or play a part in 

their further education or promotion. 



The first purpose is a long-term one for all learners, but 

the second and the third are short-term purposes for a small number 

of people. Some learners may have two purposes in mind, some even 

have all three. 
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To conclude, these learners are to some extent homogeneous, 

because they are all trained scientists and technologists; they all 

have a fairly high motivation to learn English. However, they have a 

problem. They are so busy that they miss classes sometimes, and have 

little time for preparation, practice, and home work. Class hours are 

important for them, because these hours are almost the only time when 

they can either learn or practise English. This factor must be 

considered carefully when a course designer allots time for each 

syllabus. 

4. 1.2. Teachers 

In any programme, much depends on the teachers and their 

attitudes. 

In Vietnam, teachers teaching English to part-time learners 

are all EFL teachers, and none of them are trained in teaching EST. 

Therefore, in teaching they tend to use the same method as with 

general courses. This means that teachers teach general English, and 

often train learners in all four skills : speaking, listening, reading, 

and writing. In other words, teachers are interested only in the 

language itself; they do not pay attention to the skills the learners 

need to have. 



For this reason, teacher training for EST is necessary. 

How and what teachers should be trained is discussed thoroughly in 

3.2.2. 

4.1.3. Resourses and Administrative Factor~ 
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Resources and administration al so exercise a great influence 

on the language learning of the learners. Therefore, when designing 

an EST course, a designer must take into account the following 

factors : 

4.1.3.1. Teaching Aids 

Teaching aids include language laboratories, television, 

radios, slides, films, recorded tapes, cassettes, and records. Firstly, 

these aids help to increase the learner's interest and to enliven the 

atmosphere in the class-room. Secondly, they enable the learners to 

learn English more quickly, especially in speaking and listening, 

because teaching aids such as cassettes offer the learners a chance 

to become familiar with the pronunciation and intonation of native 

speakers and the way they speak in a specific situation. 

It is advantageous that in Vietnam all foreign language 

colleges have good equipment and this equipment is always available 

for use. So teachers and learners of EST courses can use them on 

condition that they must be careful in selecting materials to be used. 

Otherwise, inappropriate materials will lead to a waste of time in 

teaching and learning. 
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4.1.3.2. Classrooms 

The teaching establishment must ensure that an adequate 

number of rooms is available so that the number of learners per class 

is not too big. In Vietnam it would be reasonable to have twenty 

learners for each class. The lights, desks, chairs and black-board 

should be arranged conveniently and preferably so that they can 

be moved about. The size of the room should not be so large so that 

students can see and hear one another and the teacher. 

4.1.3.3. Materials 

Text-books must be adequate, and the cost of materials must 

be reasonable so that every learner can afford to have one set of 

books. 

Clearly printed materials with colored pictures also help 

to increase the learners' interest. So these characteristics should 

be considered carefully when producing or selecting materials for an 

EST course. 

4.2. Course Organization 

4.2.1. Content 

On the one hand, any person who learns English wishes to 

be able to talk with foreigners on everyday life topics, or to 

read a simple story for pleasure. On the other hand, if a learner 

has a basic knowledge of English, he will learn scientific English 



more easily and quick1y. For this reason, the course content shou1d 

contain both general Eng1ish and scientific English. 
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It would be ideal if a scientist could learn right at the 

beginning a kind of Eng1ish which is often used in his discipline. 

For example, a chemist wi11 learn English for chemistry; a biologist 

will learn English for biology. But the problem is that there are 

not enough teachers for many sma 11 groups 1 i ke that. Furthermore, 

only a few teachers are willing and able to teach English for 

specific subject. For this reason, a common-core programme is the 

best solution. Texts of a semi-technical nature may be chosen, perhaps 

drawing on topics such as pollution, population and conservation to 

which learners of different specialisation would be able to contribute 

and which would provide practice in a set of skills, structures, 

functions, and semi-technical vocabulary which the learners will meet 

in their work. 

After finishing the common-core programme, the learners are 

expected to be familiar with vocabulary, structures and the ways to 

express the common concepts in science. Therefore, at this stage, the 

learner may be able to work on his own or with the help of the language 

teacher and subject specialist at the English language used in t heir 

specialism. 

As discussed above, an EST course in Vietnam should consist 

of three components : general English, English for general science 

(common-core) and Eng1ish for specific subject. 



The proportion of each component could vary according to the time 

of the course and the ability of the learners as proposed below . : 
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At the elementary level (section l); the learners may learn 

General English half the time, and the other half for English for 

General Science. 

At the intermediate level (section 2), one-third of the 

time is for General English, another-third for English for Gen~ral 

Science, and a third for English for Specific Subjects, e.g. geology. 

At the advanced level (section 3) , the proportion may be 

One-sixth of the time for G.E, two-sixths for general science, and 

three-sixths for ESS. A realistic proposed structure for an EST 

course can be shown by the following diagram, (for both reading and 

speaking). 

~ ction Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 
I ~ (elementary level) (intermediate level (advanced level 

C: 
0 .,.... 
.µ 
u 
OJ 
Vl 

OJ 
..c 
.µ 

<i-
0 

(1J 

E .,.... 
1-- ' ~ 

General English General Eng 1th 
- -- - - --- - - - - -

English for General English - - - - - - - - - - - General Science 

- -- - - - - - - - - - English for 
General Science 

English for 
General Science English for 

Specific Subject 

--------- -

English for 
Specific Subject 

Each component is alloted a certain amount of time. But this 

does not mean that it is taught separateiy (i.e. this component is 



followed by another). By contrast, these components of each section 

are taught alternately. That is why the broken line in each section 

is not quite fixed; it maj be changed a little depending on the 

ability- of learning of learners. 

The course is divided into three sections, so at the 

beginning of each section, the course can admit new learners whose 

English is at the appropriate level. On the other hand, learners 

who cannot finish the course at one-time because of their work or 

other commitments may come back and continue the next section when 

they can. 

4.2.2. Grouping 

According to their purposes of learning, the learners can 
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be grouped into two categories : speaking and reading. The. learners 

who are going abroad to work or study should be placed into a speaking 

group. Here, the teacher should focus on practising listening and 

speaking skills. Economically but still effectively, a speaking group 

should consist of ten to fifteen learners. 

Those learners who only need to be able to read scientific 

literature in English, or to get a certificate for their promotion 

should be placed into a reading group which often consists of twenty 

to twenty-five learners. In teaching English to learners of a reading 

group, much attention should be paid to reading skills. 

Ideally, learners would be divided into homogeneous groups 
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according to their professional interests right at the beginning, 

and these groups would be fixed during the whole course. If the 

number of learners in the same discipline is insufficient to form a 

group, learners may be placed into a mixed group when they learn 

General English and English for General Science. At the time for ESS, 

learners may be divi~ed into subgroups according to their disciplines, 

for example, biology, physics, mathematics, and agriculture if there 

are enough teachers. If not, the teacher may assign different tasks 

corresponding to different learners; then he goes around the class 

and gives help when an individual learner has difficulty. Alternatively, 

students may bring material which they want to read and seek the 

teacher's help when necessary. 

Thus the grouping of learners may be illustrated by the 

following diagram: 

General English and 

Common-Core Materials 

! 

I l 
Reading Group Speaking Group I 

l 
I Biology I Physics I Maths !Biology Physics I Maths 

4.2.3. Allocation of Time 

As discussed above, the class hours are almost the only 
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time when the learner can either learn or practise English. So the 

duration of each section must be long enough for the teacher to teach 

what is intended by the course designer, and for the learners to learn 

what they really need for their work. In Vietnam, each section should 

last from 450 hours to 500 hours. If the learners study three hours 

a day and six days a week, each section will last six months. 

Experienced Vietnamese teachers would agree that this is a reasonable 

time for the EST learners who are busy with work and seldom have a 

real situation for practising English. 

4.2.2. Suitable Text-books 

A lot of books on English for Science and Technology have 

been published, so the teacher may choose any book he thinks is 

suitable for the course. However, the suggestion on the use of 

following books may be helpful because these books are intended for 

adult learners from elementary to advanced level. In addition, they 

are all written in such a way that teachers can deal with each unit 

in the book easily. 

a) General English : 

- English for Adults : Book 1, 2, 3 

- Kernel One, Kernel Intermediate, Kernel Plus. 

(Robert O'Neil) 

b) English for General Science: 

- Start English for Science, Learn English for Science, 

Study English for Science. (A.R. Bolitho) 



- Reading and Thinking in English Series. 

c) English for Specific Subjects: 

- Nucleµs Series 

- And texts selected from journals on chemistry, 

biology, physics, mathematics, engineering, geology, 

and agriculture. 

4.3. Implementation 

4 .3.1. Reading Course or Speaking Course 
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Having been grouped into a h.omogeneous group according to 

their needs, the learners should be taught right at the beginning the 

skills which they need to acquire through learning. For learners who 

learn English to read books, great attention must be paid to teaching 

the skills needed in reading. Conversely, the learners who learn 

English to attend international conferences or to work with English

speaking specialists should be trained most of the time in listening 

and speaking skills. 

For each special course (reading or speaking) the list of 

skills to be taught should be made explicit, so that the teacher can 

concentrate only on those skills needed by the learners, not on other 

skills. The skills should be divided into three groups which 

correspond to three sections of the common course. (This part is 

discussed in detail in chapter 5). 

Although the reading course and speaking course may use the 



same text-books and other materials, the way to exploit the texts 

and exercises in the books may be different owing to the different 

objectives of each course. 

4.3.2. General English 
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The teaching of general English in an EST course has two 

aims. Firstly, it provides the learners with the basic knowledge of 

English, which will facilitate their learning in EST. Secondly, it 

develops the learners' social competence. If a learner has a chance 

to go abroad, he needs to be able to ask the way to the air-port, the 

bank, or the post office, to order a meal at a restaurant, to ask for 

some information at a hotel, and to talk with a foreigner on common 

topics such as family, job, weather, sport, and entertainment. With 

these objectives in mind, the teacher does not need to go from the 

beginning to the end of a suggested book; he may select only the parts 

which he thinks are important and appropriate for the learners. If 

neccessary, he may choose materials from other books which are 

useful for the course. In other words, the teacher should be flexible 

in selecting materials and avoid spending time on teaching what the 

learners do not know or cannot use effectively. 

4.3.3. English for General Science and English for Specific Subject 

English for General Science is the second component of the 

course. It is considered as a bridge connecting general English to 

specialized English. Since it consists of general concepts about 

science, it can be taught to a large group of scientists and 



technologists whose subjects are related to one another. 

After being trained in a training course (see 3.2.2.) a 

language teacher can manage to teach English for general science. In 

teaching language of this kind, the teacher can use many of the 
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methods and techniques used in teaching general English. At a difficult 

point, the teacher may get help from the subject teacher. Sometimes. 

he may even co-operate with the learners to get through the texts or 

exercises, because the learners are familiar with the concepts of 

science, whereas the teacher knows very well the structure of the 

language. Few problems prove insurmountable if teacher and learner 

work together. 

When learning-,English for specific subjects like engineering, 

biology, physics,medicine, agriculture, mathematics, and themistry; · the 

large group learning general English and English for general science 

is divided into smaller groups according to the specific subjects of 

the learners. For these small groups, team-teaching is useful. This 

means that the language teacher will help the learners with the 

rhetorical features of the language, while the subject teacher helps 

them with the concepts or ideas which are new to them. 

Foreign specialists may be considered as a valuable resource 

for EST classes, especially for groups interested in specific subjects. 

They may be invited to give a talk, or to have a discussion with the 

class on interesting topics or the new findings in a specialized area. 

By taking part in the discussion, the learners are really using the 
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language, not just studying it. 

4.3.4. The Relationship of Teacher and Learners in EST Class 

In EST classes, the teacher's role is to provide a service. 

The learners are mature and articulate enough about their needs and 

wants, so the teacher has to know this and use all the resources of 

the institutions to provide the necessary service. 

Much classtime, especially in section 3 of the course, 

must be spent on the counselling and assisting of individual learners. 

The teacher may go around the class and give help when a learner has 

difficulty in understanding a word or a structure during a reading 

lesson. In a speaking-listening class, the teacher should not talk 

much, but just listen to the students. Now and then he may make some 

comments as a kind of stimulus or guidance for the learners. 

The learners in EST classes should spend much time on 

individual study, for example, on revision of what they have learned 

in class, on doing exercises, on preparation for a new lesson. The 

learners should form a habit of trying to solve problems by themselves, 

and should not expect everything from the teacher. Since the class 

time is short, the learners should ask the teacher only about things 

they cannot find out themselves so that they can concentrate on what 

is really needed for their communicative purpose. Thus, co-operating 

with other learners is also advisable. 

In short, there is a change in the teacher-learner 



relationship between General English courses and EST courses. In 

general English courses,teacher is an instructor, and learner in the 

class-room just listens and acts as instructed. By contrast, in EST 

courses, teacher is a resource, and learner is a partner who works 

with teacher through a lesson. When teaching an EST course a teacher 

should remember this point and act a right role as a resource, and 

try to encourage the learner to work as a partner co-operating with 

teacher during the lesson. 

66 
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CHAPTER 5 

AN EXAMPLE OF AN EST READING COURSE 

In Teaching Reading Skills in a Foreign Language .:C~~B?) 

Nuttall has discussed thoroughly the nature of reading such as reasons 

for reading, the communication process in reading texts and discourse, 

reading in a FL classroom, aims of a reading programme. In addition, 

Nuttall has suggested different ways to deal with each skill in 

reading. These pieces of information are very useful for E.F.L. 

teachers in Vietnam because they can be considered as guidelines for 

them in teaching reading in a FL course. However, for an EST reading 

course in Vietnam some adaptations must be made, and some additions 

from other authors should be included in order to meet the requirements 

of learners with a specific purpose. 

5.1. Some Important Concepts about Reading 

5.1.1. Authentic Reason for Reading 

It is unlikely that people read because they are interested 

in pronunciation of the words or in the grammatical structures used; 

they read because they want to get something from writing : facts, 

ideas, enjoyment, even the feelings of the writer. In other words, 

they want to get the message that the writer has expressed. And that 

is the authentic reason for their reading. This reason is concerned 

not with language learning but with the uses to which people put 



reading in their daily life outside the classroom. 

5.1.2. Aims of a Reading Programme 

According to Nuttall (1982 21), the aim of a reading 

programme is : 

11To enable students to read without help unfamiliar 
authentic texts, at appropriate speed, silently and 
with adequate understanding". 

Although this aim seems to be general, it carries some 

fairly specific implications for teaching :_ 
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a) to enable students the teacher can only try to promote an 

ability in the student; he can not pass on the ability itself. In the 

reading lesson, it is what the student does, not what the teacher 

does. , that counts. 

b) to read without help students have to develop the ability 

to read on their own, because in real life they can seldom get help 

from other people. In a reading lesson, the teacher gives help only 

when necessary. 

c) unfamiliar texts : An independent reader must be able to 

read texts he has never seen before, so the teacher will have to equip 

his students to do so. This implies that it is more useful to read 

two texts once each rather than one text twice. 

d) authentic texts : In a reading lesson, the student should 

be trained with authentic texts, that is, the sort of texts he will 
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want to read after he has stopped attending F.L classes. However, the 

st~ge at which authentic texts are introduced will need to be decided 

according to the student's command of the language. 

e) appropriate speed: the teacher needs to train his students 

to use different rates for different materials and different purposes, 

instead of plodding through everything at the same careful speed. 

f) silently: people seldom need to read aloud except in the 

classroom or in a course training simultaneous interpreters. In 

addition, reading aloud is useful only in the early stages of F.L 

learning. So much time should be given to developing the skill of 

silent reading. 

g) with adequate understanding : students need to understand 

enough of the text to suit their purpose in reading and this means 

that they frequently do not need to read or understand every word. 

Certainly, they must be able to understand completely when necessary, 

but they must also learn that it is wasteful to read with the same 

amount of care for every purpose. 

5.1.3. Text Selection 

Nuttall (1982 22) said, 11 the role of the teacher is to 

provide: first, suitable texts and second, activities that will focus 

the student's attention on the text 11
• Nuttall also suggested three 

criteria for teachers to select suitable texts. They are readability, 

suitability of content, and exploitabiliby. 



a} Readability means that a text should be at the right level 

of difficulty for the students. Recently, people have started using 

cloze as a guide to readability. The teacher may choose a passage 
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from the text, 100 words or so in length, which seems typical of the 

text in terms of difficulty, and prepare it as for a cloze test. He 

will need to work out from experience what score is needed to make it 

reasonable for a student to embark on a book. According to Nuttall 

(1982: 29) , a 100 per cent score means that the student can cope with 

the text; a 50 per cent score suggests that it would be better to look 

for something easier. A 38 per cent score says that it would be wise 

not to attempt the book. 

b) Suitability of content : 

To select a suitable text, the teacher should ask himself 

the following questions 

- will the text introduce the students to new and relevant 

ideas and make them think about things they have not thought about 

before? 

- Will the text make the students want to read for 

themselves? 

- Does the text challenge the students' intelligence 

without making unreasonable demands on their knowledge of the FL? 

- If there are new lexical items, are they worth 

learning at this stage and not too numerous? 



- Does the text lend itself to intensive study? 

c) Exploitability: 

Of all the qualities, exploitability is the most important 

after interest. A text that the teacher cannot exploit is no use for 

teaching even if the students enjoy reading it. Therefore, when 

selecting a text, the teacher needs to know clearly what sort of 

interpretive skills it demands, and what methods he will be able to 

use to help the students to develop them. If the text does not help 

to deve)op any reading skill, it should not be chosen as a text for 

teaching reading. 

5.2. Objectives of an EST Reading Course in Vietnam 
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The following objectives which come from the set of objectives 

proposed by Nuttall (1982 : 145) may be relevant for an EST reading 

course in Vietnam. After completing a reading course, the learner 

wi 11 be able 

a) to use skimming when appropriate to ensure that he reads 

only what is relevant, and to help subsequent comprehension. 

b) to make use of non-text information to increase understanding. 

c) to read in different ways according to his purpose and the 

type of text. 

d} to make use of reference system, discourse markers etc. to 

help himself to understand the meaning of difficult passages. 



e} to identify the value of sentences in the text. 

f) to make use of the rhetorical organization of the text to help 

him to interpret a complex message. 

g) to make inferences as required. 

h) to recognize those occasions when the writer's assumptions 

differ from his own. 

5.3. Skills to Be Taught and Exercises to Be Used 

5.3.1. Skill 1 : Utilizing Non-text Information 
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When people deal with authentic materials, they are frequently 

helped by iruformation that is not obtained from the text itself. 

Therefore, the learners of an EST course should be taught how to use 

non-text information relevant to their need. This kind of information 

may be divided into three categories : 

- Graphic convention : such things as lay out, punctuation, 

type-face, use of symbols, particularly scientific symbols and the 

lay out of formulae. 

- Reference apparatus : all the parts of a book or 

article that help the reader to locate information or predict what 

the text contains, e.g. bibliography, titles, index, blurbs- table of 

contents, preface, introduction, and notes. 

- Non-verbal information: such things as maps, 

diagrams, illustrations, tables and so on. 
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Sub-skill l.1. Graphic Convention 

English and Vietnamese have nearly the same writing system, 

so English graphic conventions may not cause much trouble for 

Vietnamese learners. This means that the teacher should not spend too 

much time on teaching carefully the functions of spaces between lines, 

indentation, variations in type-face., punctuation, and symbols. 

However, it is worth making the students realize that these conventions 

will help them a lot in following the writer 1 s thought, thus under

standing easily what the writer has expressed. In a reading lesson, 

the teacher should draw the students' attention to the graphic 

conventions which he thinks are important in helping them to 

understand the text. By doing so, the teacher will gradually develop 

in the students the habit of making use of graphic conventions in 

reading. 

For example, in the text the student may sometimes come 

across words in italics(in this paper they are underlined}.He should 

understand that they are used : 

- to cite the title of a book e.g. In How Did You Think 

That? An Introduction to the Scientific Method . 

Killeffer writes that the "genius" of our great 

industrial organizations is simply a way of solving 

problems, known as the scientific method. 

- to distinguish a cited word. e.g. All the material 

stuffs on earth possess in their substance an odd but 



universal influence which scientists call inertia 

to indicate emphasis. e.g. We don't know this is so, 

we only believe it. 
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More examples on graphic conventions can be found in Nuttall 

(1982 :42-7). They are the important points the teacher should pay 

attention to when teaching reading. 

Sub-skill 1.2. Reference Apparatus 

Before reading a book we should know whether it really 

gives information we are looking for. Some parts of the book, like 

the title, the blurb, the table of contents and the index help us 

to assess the relevance of the book easily and quickly. In Vietnam 

a lot of books have no index, blurb, appendix,notes or bibliography. 

Thus, in a reading course, the learners should be trained to 

understand the value of these parts of a book and try to make use 

of them. 

a) The blurb, preface and foreword: 

The blurb is usually found on the back of the cover or on 

one of the inside folds of the paper jacket. It normally consists of 

the writer 1 s or publisher's own estimation of the book 1 s purpose, 

principal features and strong points. The preface and foreword appear 

at the beginning and also consist of a brief note on the main purpose 

of the book. 



The blurb, preface and foreword are all helpful in guiding 

the readers to select the right books. In training the learners to 

use them, the teacher may ask the learners : 
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- to match items in a list of titles with a selection of 

blurbs arranged in random order. Naturally, the 

teacher will attemptto choose books and topics of 

interest to students. 

- to select from the blurbs the most likely books for 

studying a particular topic. 

- to match extracts from texts with a selection of 

blurbs+ titles. 

b) The table of contents and index: 

It is natural that a reader may sometimes find only one or 

some parts of the book relevant to his topic. So the learner should be 

trained to scan the table of contents or the index for the part he 

needs, hence not wasting time reading the parts irrelevant to him. 

The exercises for this section may include the following (Again, the 

books and topics chosen should be relevant to the learners' needs) 

- Here is a table of contents. In which chapter would 

you expect to find the answer to each of the following 

questions ? 

- Here is a chapter heading with its subtitles. Which 

of the following questions do you think the chapter 
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will deal with? 

- Study this table of contents and the set of short texts 

then decide : (1) which text came from the book and 

which did not (2) of those which you think came from 

the book, which chapter each came from? 

c) Other reference apparatus : 

Other sections of a book which students need to be aware of, 

and to be able to use, are ,appendices, notes, bibliography, lists of 

symbols, lists of special terms etc. Among these sections, bibliography 

seems to be the most useful. It helps the reader to choose suitable 

texts for further reading on a given aspect of a subject. For a 

scientist, the bibliography may act as a guidance for him in 

building up a library on his subject. 

Subskill. 1.3 ! ~on~v~rbal Information 

Non-verbal information or non-text information such as 

illustrations, diagrams, graphs, tables and maps can be of specific 

help in learning to read effectively. This kind of information is 

especially important in EST, because diagrams, graphs or table~ are 

fully integrated with the text, and the text explicitly refers to 

them and can not be understood without them. In Vietnam, EST learners 

are all trained scientists. Even without reading, they may know what 

the text is about if they study carefully the diagrams in it. So 

non-text information should be included in teaching because it helps 

the learners a great deal in reading. 
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According to Nuttall (1982 : 53), 11The ability to interpret 

diagrams, etc. is largely independent of language, so that skill in 

interpretation can readily be transferred from Ll to F.L contexts. 

To encourage this transfer is to stress the positive contribution 

that the student brings to the task of making sense of the new 

l anguage 11
• 

Thus, for the teacher, non-verbal information is useful 

because it makes possible a number of techniques for promoting and 

checking comprehension. By using the diagram, graph or table, the 

learner can demonstrate his understanding of the text without having 

to use words. In Vietnam, most EST learners are already scientists 

and technicians, so they may interpret the diagrams easily, thus 

understanding the text fairly well. But their knowledge of English 

is still poor and they sometimes may not be able to demonstrate their 

understanding by answering comprehension questions. In this case, 

exercises making use of diagrams are useful and appropriate. 

Transfer of information works two ways. We may have visual 

information which can be expressed in words, or we may have verbal 

information which can be re-expressed by means of a diagram, chart, 

graph, etc. Therefore, exercise types based on the relationship 

between diagram and text can be summarized by Kennedy and Bolitho 

(1984 : 81) as follows : 

- Write down all · information diagram represents. 

- Match written texts with relevant diagrams. 



- Complete text using information from diagram. 

- Choose from several diagrams the one that best 

represents content of text. 

- Draw graph or diagram to represent important 

information in text. 

- State whether or not diagram or graph accurately 

represents information in text. 

Label diagram according to information in reading 

passage. Some useful sample exercises can be seen in 

Appendix Cat the end of the paper. 

5:3.2. Skill 2 : Deducing the Meaning and Use of Lexical Items 

Sub-skill 2.1. Using Symbols, Abbreviations, and Equations 
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Scientific and mathematical operations and names are 

expressed either in symbols, abbreviations or in words. While there 

are several expressions for an operation or scientific name, there is 

usually one symbol or abbreviation. For this reason, the learners 

must become familiar with the common symbols and abbreviations in 

scientific literature. So that they can visualize and write a symbol 

or abbreviation when it is expressed in words; or verbalize a 

symbol or equation when they have to read aloud or talk with foreign 

experts. Exercises on symbols, abbreviations and equations consist 

of two types as follows. 

Simplify each of the statements using the conventional 

symbols 



e.g. (1) The product of 45 and the number n. 

(2) The ratio of the number n to 10. 

- Express each statement in words : 

e.g. (1) A ~ 20 

(2) cd/m2 

The common scientific symbols and abbrev·iations and some 

sample exercises on them can be seen in Appendix D at the end of the 

paper. 

Subskill. 2.2. Using Word-Parts (or Affixes) 
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Many scientific words are built up with word parts whose 

meanings are fixed. Knowing these word parts and knowing how to break 

up a word into _meaningful parts can often help the learners- to 

understand and remember difficult scientific terms. Therefore, the 

EST learners should be trained in deducing the meaning of the words 

from their suffixes or prefixes. For example, a- often means NOT as 

in atypical, anti- means AGAINST as in antiseptic, poly- means MANY 

as in polyvalent. A detailed list of affixes and their meanings is 

supplied in Appendix E of this paper. 

Exercises to teach the use of prefixes and suffixes may take 

the form of explanation .Take one exercise designed by Adams and Smith for 

instance: derma- (t)- refers to the skin 

- itis means inflammation. 

dermatitis means inflammation of the skin 

{cited Kennedy and Bolitho 1984) 



On the basis of this exercise, the teacher may ask the 

learners to explain the words having the same suffix, such as 

tonsilitis, bronchitis, meningitis, appendicitis and so on. 

A further type of exercise is as follows: 
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The following are common locative prefixes : extra- (outside) 

sub- (below), intra- (inside). Fill in the blanks. 

suffixes. 

(1) Fluid inside the cells = ••• cellular fluid. 

(2) Pressure within the abdomen= ... . abdominal pressure. 

(3) Subcosta 1 = .. . the ribs. 

(Maclean : 1975) 

A more difficult exercise may be as follows : 

Complete the text by filling in the blanks with the correct 

"An unusual decrease of glucose in the blood affects 
the body functions and leads to a condition. known as -
glycemia 11

• 

(University of Malaya: 1979) 

The teacher may also ask the learners to match each prefix 

or suffix with its meaning in a given list. 

Subskill. 2.3. Deducing the Meaning of the Word from the 

Context, 

In an EST course, the learners often have difficulty not so 

much with the specialized technical jargon, but with the common core 
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of semi-technical words that occur in most specialiied disciplines. 

One estimate puts the occurrence of these semi-technical (or 

sub-technical) items in scientific texts almost as high as 7G per cent 

(Inman :1979 ). Therefore. the teacher should pay attention to such 

items in teaching EST. 

One reason why semi-technical vocabulary proves a problem 

to the learner is that words commonly met in 11 general 11 English take 

on a specialized meaning within a scientific or technical context. 

On the one hand. in teaching vocabulary, the teacher should always 

warn the learners that an English word may have more than one meaning, 

so that they try to look for another meaning, if the first meaning of 

the word they know does not fit into the context. For example, the 

word 11 conductor 11 in every-day 1 anguage means a person who collects 

fares, but in electricity it means a substance. On the other hand, 

the teacher should encourage the learners to deduce the meaning of the 

word from the context, and not look up the dictionary frequently. 

The exercises to train the learners to infer meaning from 

context may take the following forms : 

a) Use the context to help you decide which of the meanings 

is appropriate in each case. Tick the correct answer 

eg. Energy utilization has become the modern & _to 

human progress. 

a. metal instrument for locking a door. 

b. that which leads to the solution of a problem. 



c. set of answers to exercises or problems. 

d. operating part of a musical instrument or typewriter. 

b) Choose the appropriate word or phrase to fill each gap. 

Only one word or phrase makes sense in the context of 

each sentence. 
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eg. Telephone is a wonderful - which enables pe_ople to 

talk to each other although they are often great 

distances apart. 

a. investment b. operation c. invention d. orientation 

(Smith and Coffey : 1982} 

5.3.3. Skill 3: Recognizing and Interpreting Cohesive Devices 

One of the problems in understanding texts arises from the 

use of the various cohesive devices, i.e. the ways of tying sentences 

together to create a cohesive text. These devices consist of reference, 

substitution, and ellipsis. In reading if a reader does not know what 

a pronoun refers to or can not supply the full version of an elliptical 

sentence, he will not be able to understand the meaning of the text. 

Thus, the EST learners should be trained in recognizing and interpreting 

these cohesive devices. 

Subskill 3.1 . Interpreting Reference and Substitution 

This subskill involves identifying the meanings of words 

like it, he, our, this, those, then, one, so, not and comparatives 



(smaller, same, additional, such, other). The writer uses these 

words in order to avoid repetition in the text. Take the following 

text for instance : 

11The photolytic decomposition of phenylazotriphenyl.,;. 
methane in benzene apparently follows a similiar course 
to the pyrolytic decomposition discussed above. It has 
been investigated by Horner and Naumann (1954) and 
Huisgen and Nakaten (1954), and was found to involve a 
primary dissociation into phenyl and triphenylmethyl 
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radicals and nitrogen,in the maner indicated in equation (8). 
The phenyl radicals are capable of effecting arylation, 
and the arylation is inhibited by the presence of an 
excess of p-benzoquinone, which traps the radicals 
efficiently. Nitric oxide similarly prevents the 
formation of triphenylmethane by uniting with triphenylmethyl 
radicals, as also does iodine in the presence of ethanol". 

(Crystal and Davy 1969: 252) 

In the above text, .!! refers to the photolytic decomposition .... 

in benzene; which refers to an excess of p- benzoquinone does 

replaces "prevents the formation of triphenylmethane 11
• 

In order to understand the underlined words, the reader must 

trace back to seek a meaning for them. Therefore, in teaching reading 

the teacher should train the learners : first, to recognize the 

reference words, then to go forwards or backwards in the text to 

look for the meaning of these words. 

Exercises on reference and substitution may be: 

- Supply a suitable text, i.e. one containing varied 

reference and substitution items. Put boxes round suitable items, 

then ask students to find all other items with the same reference 



as each boxed item. The students will show their understanding by 

circling the words and joining them with lines to the appropriate 

boxed item. 
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- Supply a text with the reference items (or sQme of them) 

omitted and replaced by gaps. Supply also a list of the omitted items 

in random order. Then ask the students to insert the items in the 

correct gaps. 

exercise 

An exercise from Laird (1977) may be taken as a sample 

11 Find the words or phrases in the paragraph to which the 
words already in the boxes refer, circle them and link 
them up with lines. 

It is difficult to convey the idea of air pressure, but 
]it lean usually be grasped even by a_w_eaker-pupil if it is 
presented through the concept of the bombardment of a 
surface by moving particles. A good introduction to the 
notion of air pressure is the collapsing can ex eriment. 
The most convincing way of carrying out this ex eriment 
is to use,• plastic bottles from which the air is removed 
with a vacuum pump. If " 

(cited Kennedy & Bolitho; 1984) 

Subskill 3.2. Interpreting Elliptical Expression 

An elliptical expression is one where something necessary 

to the sense is left unsaid. For example 

The days are hot and the nights cool (=the nights are cool). 

They came although they were asked not to(= not to come). 

Like reference and substitution, ellipsis directs the reader to 

supply information from elsewhere in the text. In short simple 



sentences like the above examples, there is little difficulty but 

in long and complex sentences ellipsis may become a problem. 
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Ellipsis is a particular problem for Vietnamese students 

because some types of ellipsis in English are not found in Vietnamese. 

For example, in English we can say, 11Soft water does not contain much 

calcium compound but hard water doesu, in Vietnamese this sentence 

must be said in full : 11Soft water does not contain much calcium 

compound, but hard water contains much calcium compound 11
• Therefore, 

the teacher should draw the learners 1 attention to the nature of 

ellipsis by presenting a series of sentences in which ellipsis occurs. 

It is better to choose examples of the same pattern to begin with ; 

for example, sentences where the omitted words are all verbs or all 

subjects of verb. 

Then, the teacher should supply texts in which elliptical 

sentences occur and signal the ellipsis by means of carets, and ask 

the learner to say what words in the sentence are missing. For example 

- Some water is said to be hard and rain-water J. soft. 

- Calcium compounds are found in hard water but ;. not;.. 

in soft /. 

Traces of chlorine are poisonous to bacteria in the 

water but J. not /.. to humans. 

A more difficult exercise is to supply a suitable text and 

ask the student to locate the elliptical expressions and then say 
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missing word (or words). 

5.3.4. Skill 4: Interpreting Discourse Markers 

A particular kind of cohesive device is the discourse marker, 

words such as however, although, furthermore, namely. These words 

serve to mark the functional value of a sentence: they tell the 

reader what the writer intends by it. For example, if the writer 

uses although, he is conceding something; if he uses namely he is 

specifying something. 

Accbrd:i)lg:·.· to Nuttall (1982), discourse markers can be divided 

into three~'main groups as follows : 

Group A markers : Signals of sequence of events. 

e.g. Then, first, at once, next .... 

These markers indicate the time re·lationships between events. 

In science, they are often used in the report describing the 

experiment. 

Group B markers : Signal of discourse organization. 

e.g. In conclusion, that is to say, for example ... 

These markers indicate relationships between one part of the 

discourse and another. 

These markers can be grouped according to the type of 

function performed: 

- Sequencing First of all, next, at this point, in 



conclusion, etc. 

Re-expressing : that is to say, or rather, to put it 

another way. 

Specifying: namely, that is to say, viz, to wit, etc. 

Referring : in this respect, in that connection, 

concerning this, as we said, apart from this, etc. 
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- Resuming: to resume, getting back to the argument etc. 

- Exemplifying : to illustrate this, thus, for example, e.g. 

- Sull1T1arizing : to sum up, in short, to recapitulate, etc. 

- Focusing : let us consider, we must now return to, in 

this chapter we shall, I shall begin by, etc. 

Group C markers : signals of the writer's point of view. 

Eg. Moreover, incidentally, similarly, however, as a matter 

of fact, in any case, therefore, in order to, if, although. 

These markers show the relationships perceived by the writer 

between the facts or ideas about which he is writing eg. the relation 

of cause and effect. These markers can also be subdivided into three 

main divisions : 

a) Additive : These markers are used to introduce further 

facts, ideas : eg :" and, moreover, furthermore, 

incidentally, likewise, similarly. 

b) Adversative These markers introduce information that the 

writer sees as contrary to what is expected or to what has 

been said. 
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eg: But, yet, although, however, nevertheless, actually, 

as a matter of fact, instead, on the contrary, rather, 

on the other hand, in any case, either way,etc. 

c) Causal : These markers indicate relationships of cause, 

effect, result, intention, and condition, for example : 

- General : So, hence, therefore, thus, for, consequently, 

etc. 

Reason for this reason, on account of this, because~etc. 

Result as a result, arising from this, so ... that, etc. 

- Purpose: with this in mind, in order to, so that, etc. 

- Condition : in that case, that being so, if, unless, 

otherwise, etc. 

As already said, discourse markers tell the reader what the 

writer intends to say. So in an EST reading course, the learners should 

be taught the functions of discourse markers and how they are used in 

scientific literature. 

At first, the learners should be familiarised with different 

kinds of markers, group by group, so that they can recognize the 

function of discourse markers in each group. The best way to do it is 

to present the learners several sentences which use different markers 

but still have the same meaning. 

e.g. Since Zinc is resistant to corrosion, it is used 

for coating sheet steel. 

Because Zinc is resistant to corrosion, it is used 



for coating sheet steel. 

Zinc is resistant to corrosion; therefore, it is used 

for coating sheet steel. 

The task is to ask the learners to identify the markers and 

say in Vietnamese which relationship they indicate. 

At a higher level, the learners may be required to read a 

text containing different kinds of discourse markers, then say in 

Vietnamese which words are discourse markers and which relationships 

they indicate, or underline the words which the learner thinks are 

discourse markers as in the following example 
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11Whales are sea-living mammals. They therefore, breathe 
air but cannot survive on land. Sane species are very large 
indeed and the blue whale, which can exceed 30m in 
length,is the largest animal to have lived on earth. 
Superficially, the whale looks rather like a fish, but 
there are important differences in its external structure : ... 11 

(Adkins and Mc Kean 1983) 

Being trained this way, the learners will gradually acquire 

the ability to recognize what the writer means with the help of 

discourse markers, thereby being able to follow the writer's thought 

with ease. 

5.3.5. Skill 5. Indentifying the Topic of a Paragraph 

Jean Wyrick ( 1984 : 22) writes, 11 Each body paragraph presents 

one main point in your discussion, expressed in a topic sentence. The 

topic sentence of a body paragraph has three important functions : 



1. It supports the thesis by clearly stating a main point 

in the discussion. 

2. It announces what the paragraph will be about. 

3. It controls the subject matter of the paragraph. The 

entire discussion - the examples, details, explanation 

in a particular paragraph must directly relate to and 

support the topic sentence 11
• 
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The topic sentence is a most important characteristic of a 

paragraph in English. If a reader can identify it in a paragraph, he 

will know what the paragraph is about, and be able to distinguish the 

main idea from the supporting ones. For this reason, the EST learners 

should be trained in identifying the topic sentence of a paragraph. 

For example, in the following paragraph : 

11There are two main groups of whales - toothed and 
toothless. The former includes the dolphin, the porpoise 
and the killer and sperm whales ; the latter the grey, 
humpback, right and blue whales. Some toothed _species, 
like the killer, feed on other large mammals such as the 
porpoise while others - e.g. the sperm whale - eat smaller 
forms of marine life. The mouth of the toothless whale is 
adapted to form a kind of sieve in which tiny marine 
animals are caught by a filtering process 11

• 

(Adkins & Mc Kean : 1983) 

the learners are expected to find out that the first sentence is the 

topic sentence of the paragraph. 

Exercises on this skill may take several forms, but two main 

types of exercises suggested by Nuttall (1982) appear to be the most 

useful. 
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a. Supply a paragraph with the topic sentence omitted 

and replaced by a gap. Supply also a number of possible 

topic sentences. 

Task: to choose the correct topic sentence. 

b. Supply a text several paragraphs long with the topic 

sentence of each paragraph omitted and replaced by a gap. 

Supply also a set of sentences including the omitted 

sentences. 

Task: to decide which sentence fits into which 

paragraph. 

However, sometimes learners may meet with paragraphs which 

have no topic sentences. In this case, the learners are required to 

read the whole paragraph, trying to locate the main idea of the 

paragraph. Then, they will be asked to express this idea in Vietnamese. 

The purpose of this exercise is to develop in the learners the habit 

of looking for the main point in each paragraph to help them to 

understand the whole text while they are reading. For example, given 

below is a paragraph without a topic sentence: 

11Most whales move about in schools. While swimming they take 
in air and dive vertically, sometimes to great depths. Large 
Whales can stay under water for up to 20 minutes. They then 
surface and expel air from their lungs, making the 
characteristic spout, which is audible from some distance 
and can be seen largely because of the concentration of 
condensing water vapour in the expelled gasses 11

• 

(Adkins & Mc Kean: 1983) 

the learners are asked to read the paragraph and then say in Vietnamese 



the main idea of the paragraph, say, is the behaviour of the whale. 

5.3.6. Skill 6 : Scanning and Skimming 

The terms 'scanning' and 'skimming' are sometimes used 

indiscriminately, but Nuttall (1982 : 34) has distinguished them 

as follows 
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"By scanning we mean glancing rapidly through a text either 
to search for a specific piece of information (e.g. a name, 
a date) or to get an initial impression of whether the 
text is suitable for a given purpose (e.g. whether a book 
on gardening deals with the cultivation of a particular 
vegetable). 

By skimming, on the other hand, we mean glancing rapidly 
through a text to determine its gist, for example in order 
to decide whether a research paper is relevant to our work 
(not just to determine its field which we can find out by 
scanning), or in order to keep ourselves superficially 
informed about matters that are not of great importance 
to us''. 

Scientists and technologists always need to get information 

from all types of scientific literature that is relevant and useful 

to their work. For this reason, scanning and skimming are both very 

important skills for EST learners, for they help the learners to 

extract the information in the quickest way. In an EST reading course, 

the learners should be always trained in skimming and scanning so that 

when they finish the course, they will be able to select quickly the 

relevant materials from a great number of books and journals in their 

1 ibrary. 

Exercises on scanning and skimming may take the following 

forms 
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1) Scanning : 

a. Scan the bibliography and pick out the texts which are 

likely to yield information on the topics in a given 

list. 

b. Scan an index and find out on what page the topic is 

mentioned. 

c. Scan the text for the specific information presented by 

the teacher before reading. 

Sample exercises can be seen in the appendix Fat the 

end of the book. 

2} Skimming : 

a. Which of these titles fits the text best? 

b. Which of these topics are dealt with in the text? 

(a list of topics is given) 

c. Which of these pictures, diagrams illustrates the text? 

(several pictures are supplied) 

d. Which text belongs to this picture? (one picture and 

several s:hort texts are supplied). 

e. Which of these texts deal with the topic? (Several 

texts are supplied}. 

A sample exercise can be found on Appendix Fat the 

end of the paper. 



5.4 Some Important Points about the Language 

Together with the reading skills needed for the learners 

in an EST course, the teacher should take into account the typical 

points of the sci~ntific language when he selects the materials 

or presents them in the class-room. 
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C.V. Taylor (1979) has done a careful survey on the English 

used in high-school text-books in Australia, and produced very useful 

following remarks: 

a. Sentence type: 

Commerce and science use subordination more than any 

other subject. 

b. Modality and modulation 

Science seems to use the second highest number of 

epistemic modals because it deals with hypotheses and 

not just with experimentally varied facts. The commonest 

epistemic modal verb is may. 

c . The passive 

The percentage of verbs in the passive in science is 

the highest of any subject. 

d. Verb tense: 

Science texts are very likely to use the simple present, 

and non-finite forms. 

e. Post-nominal modification~ 



The results do show tendencies to use which in 

preference to other markers and the preference in 

science for such sentences. (See texts in 5.3.3. 

5.3.4. and 5.3.5.) 

f. Conditiona 1. 

Two types of conditionals like 

(1) He would come to the party if he were not ill. 

(2) He would have come to the party if he had not been 

il 1. 

always gives trouble to learners whose languages use different means 

to indicate such conditions. 

Although Taylor's survey is on high-school text. -books,, it 
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is an useful reference for an EST teacher in Vietnam. In teaching 

reading as well as speaking, he should pay attention to the typical 

points of scientific English such as subordinate clauses, modal verbs 

(especially can, could, may, will, would), the passive, the present 

tense, the non-finite forms of the verbs, the long nominal groups, and 

especially two types of unreal condition. In Vietnamese, the condition 

is expressed by the condition markers rather than the verb forms 

therefore, the learners in an EST course should be trained in 

understanding the meaning of conditional sentences with the help 

of verb forms. Otherwise, they will think that different conditional 

sentences are used to indicate different times (simple past or past 

perfect), but still have the same meaning. 
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5.5. The Procedure for Teaching a Reading Lesson 

5.5.1. Planning a Lesson 

Before starting a lesson, the first thing the teacher has 

to do is to choose a text that is about the right level for his class. 

When choosing the text, the teacher should always bear in mind the 

three criteria which have been discussed at the beginning of this 

chapter, that is, readability, suitability of content, and 

expl oitabil ity. 

Having chosen a suitable text, the teacher should first 

study it himself and see what potential it offers. 

Within 45 or 50 minutes for a lesson, the teacher cannot 

cover every aspect of the text, so he should pick the ones that will 

be most helpful to the class, and devise questions and tasks to cover 

them. 

In accordance with the objectives of an EST reading course 

the teacher will need to include some of the following - perhaps even 

all of them occasionally. 

a. Scanning, skimming. 

b. Tackling the interpretation of the text by means of 

- utilizing non-text information. 

- deducing the meaning and use of lexical items. 

- recognizing and interpreting cohesive devices 

- Interpreting discourse markers. 



- Identifying the topic of a paragraph. 

- Making inferences. 

c. Producing some sort of outcome based on the text as a 

whole. 

5.5.2. Conducting a Lesson 

5.5.2.1. Before Reading 

Before the learners begin to read the text, if the teacher 

wants to make their task more explicit and their way of tackling it 

more effective, he can either provide a reason for reading, deal 

with new language, or ask sign-post questions. 

a. Providing a reason for reading: 

In real life, people read for a purpose which influences 

the way they read. For example, with the same book, a 

reader may read quickly if he only wants to get a 

general impression, but he will read slowly and closely 

if he wants to extract a great deal of information. For 

this reason, the teacher should tell the learners the 

purpose of reading before they set out to read, e.g. to 

get a general impression of the text, or to note the 

development of the argument or the way he describes the 

experiment; or to look for some specific imformation in 

the text. 
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In doing so, the teacher enables the learners to judge 

what they can skim over and what they must attend to in 

detail according to its relevance to their purpose. 

b. Dealing with new language. 

Dealing with all new words and structures in the text 

before reading is not advisable, because it deprives the 

learners of the ability to infer the meaning from the 

context. In addition, teaching all new words and 

structures is both dull and time-consuming. Therefore, 

it would be better to teach only key words that prove to 

be a barrier to the learners when they read. 

c. Asking signpost questions : 
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Like a signpost which stands at a crossroads to show 

travellers the way, a signpost question is used to guide 

the learners when they read, directing their attention to 

the important points in the text, preventing them from 

going off along a false track. 

Signpost questions are particularly useful when a reading 

lesson is based mainly on silent reading. It is helpful 

to give the learners a question before they begin to read, 

because it stimulates them to read in order to find the 

answer. 

However, the teacher must be careful in devising signpost 

questions, because the learners often look only for the 



answer to the signpost questions and will not read the 

rest of the text carefully. The best signpost questions 
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must relate either to the final part of the text or to 

the text as a whole so that they cannot be answered until 

the text has been read and understood 

5.5.2.2. While Reading 

At the first stage the teacher writes the signpost questions 

which deal with the main points of the text on the board or OHP and 

asks the whole class to read the text silently to look for the 

answers to the questions. When the given time for reading is over, 

the teacher asks the learners to give their answers in Vietnamese. If 

a fair number of learners fail to answer the questions, the teacher 

should not give his own answer, but return to these questions later, 

when the text has been studied thoroughly enough to make a satisfactory 

response. 

At the second stage, the teacher asks the learners to read 

again the text silently and closely in order to understand thoroughly 

all important elements in the text. At this stage, the teacher should 

draw the learners 1 attention to the points that he thinks may block 

their understanding, for example, the points where there is a 

substitution ; an ellipsis ; reference pronouns this or which, where 

there is no topic sentence, no discourse markers. 

When the learners finish reading, the teacher asks 

comprehension questions, which the learners may answer by ticking 



the correct answers in multiple-choice exercise or answering the 

questions in Vietnamese. 

If the text is short and its content is not complicated 

the whole of it can be dealt with at a time. But if the text is 

long and consists of many ideas it should be divided into sections. 

Breaking up the text has the following advantages : 
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- It is easier to work in a thorough and organized way on 

a short section than on a complete long text. Locating 

words or sentences for comment is quicker; the new 

language can be dealt with a little at a time, in 

digestible portions. 

- It is easier to hold the learners• interest because 

working section by section, the learners have a feeling 

of success ; they are thus motivated to continue to the 

next section. 

- It is easier for the teacher to apply various techniques 

in the class, for example, using silent reading for some 

sections, practising scanning and skimming with others, 

the teacher reading aloud if a section is particularly 

difficult. 

- It is easier to train the important skill of prediction 

by asking the learners what they think the writer is 

likely to say in the next section. 
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The procedure dealing with section by section of the text is 

much the same as that with the text as a whole. The only difference 

is that the learners should read quickly through the text to get the 

general impression before they begin dealing with it section by 

section. 

5.5.2.3. After Reading 

When the learners have understood the text, the teacher 

should help them to go out of the text or, in other words,to evaluate 

the text. He should ask questions such as 'Does it put forward 

accepted or controversial ideas ? 1 
, 'What research could:be done to 

substantiate or refute them?' 'What practical applications might 

result from them ?11 

Each kind of text requires different treatment. The work to 

be done at this stage may include some of the following: 

- eliciting a personal response from the reader 

(agree / disagree ; support/ refute.) 

- Suggesting practical applications of theories or 

principles 

- Working out the implications for research of the ideas, 

facts in the text. 

Drawing comparisons/ contrasts between the facts in 

the text. 

- Recognizing rela t ionsh{ps of cause and effect. 



be used. 

- Distinguishing fact from opinion. 

- Speculating about what had happened before or would 

happen afterwards. 

To do the above work, some of the following techniques may 

a. Discussion : The teacher asks questions, then lets the 

whole class discuss them in Vietnamese. He may also tell 

the learners that they can look at the text again where 

they are not sure. The purpose of discussion is to help 

the learners understand the writer 1s aim in writing the 

text and how the text is organtzed. 

b. Written comments on the text in Vietnamese. 

c. Translation into Vietnamese of some parts of the text 

when there are language difficulties which may cause 

problems for the learners. 

The last two techniques may be also used as a kind of home

work for the learners to do at home. 

Nuttall (1982: 165) has suggested a possible sequence of 

teaching a reading lesson. It is very useful for Vietnamese teachers 

if they know it and follow it in teaching an EST reading course. 

A possible sequence of teachi ng. 

Step 1: Set overall purpose for reading the text. 
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Step 2 Introduce the text (if need be) 

Step 3 Skimming/ scanning exercise on whole text. 

Step 4 · Tackle the text section by section. 

Procedure for each section : 

a. Deal with essential language points for section (if any) 

b. Assign signpost questions for the section. 

c. Silent reading of the section by whole class. 
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d. Check answer to sign•post questions and assign other 

questions for the section. 

e. Individuals reread the text and prepare answers to 

questions. 

f. Class, with teacher 1s guidance, work through section 

ensuring thorough understanding of all important 

elements. 

9. Return to signpost questions if necessary and then 

assess the section as a whole, predict what will follow. 

Step 5: After completing section by section study, assign 

tasks requiring assessment of the text as a whole. 

Step 6 Individuals attempt tasks. 

Step 7 final discussion/ evaluation. 

This chapter is an example for organizing an EST reading course. It 

is useful not only for the teachers who are teaching reading EST, but 

also for those who are teaching speaking, listening and writing 



English in the field. It shows the teachers how to set up the aims 

and objectives for the course and how to make a list of skills the 

learners need to be trained in order to achieve the objectives. 

This chapter also suggests that the teacher should know 

how to devise appropriate exercises to train the skills needed; how 

to concentrate on the language items often used in EST. 

In conclusion, any teacher who is going to teach either 
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a reading course or a speaking ·-·•· 1 istening one first must be sure 

of what the learners need in learning. Then, based on the analysis 

of the learners' needs, he will set up the objectives for the course. 

The next thing to do is to select relevant materials and devise 

appropriate tasks in order to achieve the objectives. Finally, in 

teachin9 he must be flexible in using a variety of methods and 

techniques in order to accommodate his learners,thus motivating them 

in learning. 
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CONCLUSION 

Since 1974 the government and Foreign Languages Colleges have 

paid attention to the teaching of English to scientists and 

technologists in Vietnam, so certain achievements have been attained 

in this field. Many scientists can read scientific materials in 

English and translate them into Vietnamese when necessary; a small 

number of them can converse in English with foreign experts, or 

attend international conferences. 

However, the teaching of EST over the past ten years has 

still some draw-backs. Nearly all EST courses are no different from 

general English courses. Materials used deal with general topics like 

climate and weather, sports and games, jobs and hobbies. Teachers 

teaching in these courses are interested in the language itself 

rather than the skills needed for EST learners, for instance, 

extracting information from English materials ; These courses are 

also mixed classes: learners from all disciplines are placed in 

one group, so they find it hard to co-operate, and often have very 

low motivation. Moreover, most courses are too long; therefore 

some busy learners cannot continue to the end of the course. 

The above-mentioned draw- backs are due to severa 1 reasons, 

but the most striking one is that the teachers do not understand 

the nature of ESP/EST. That is why in future they should be aware 



of the characteristics of ESP/EST, types of ESP, and differences 

between ESP/EST and G.E. 
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In an ESP course, attention is paid to successful 

performance in English rather than knowledge of the rules of English. 

In other words, an ESP course is purposeful and aims at enabling the 

learners to perform their roles successfully in English. For example, 

the learner of an 11 English for Banking" course is considered to be 

successful if he can perform convincingly as a banker in English. 

For this reason, an ESP course is based on a rigorous analysis of 

the learners' needs, and differs from a general English course in 

that the former pays great attention to the selection of vocabulary, 

structures, and skills relevant to the purposes of the learners. A 

bank teller, for instance, needs to learn only vocabulary and 

structures often used in the exchange with customers and perhaps 

with the staff. 

Due to the different purposes of the learners, ESP courses 

may be divided into two main categories : English for Occupational 

Purposes (EOP), and English for Educational Purposes (EEP). 

Nevertheless, in Vietnam English is not the medium of instruction 

at any educational level, so ESP courses may be divided according 

to disciplines rather than purposes, that is, English for Science 

and Technology {EST), and English for Other Subjects (EOS). The 

reason for this classification is that a majority of part-time 

learners in Vietnam are scientists or people working in the fields 



related to science; only a small number of learners come from other 

disciplines. Therefore, it is clearer and more convenient for 

teachers and course designers if ESP courses are divided this way. 

In Vietnam, people teaching EST courses are often EFL 

teachers, and none of them are trained in teaching EST. Thus besides 

main concepts about ESP/EST, guide-lines on materials production, 

teacher training, and course organization would be necessary and 

helpful for them. 
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In producing or selecting materials for an EST course, a 

teacher should bear in mind three criteria : relevance, corrmunication, 

and authenticity . 

EST learners will be highly motivated if materials are 

relevant to their disciplines. This means that all the texts must 

deal with science-related topics, and the language forms in these 

texts must be ones that are commonly used in scientific literature. 

For example, such features as quantifications, formulae, symbols ; 

Greek and Latin roots and affixes ; logical-grammatical connectors 

and passives should be included in EST materials. 

EST learners learn English for work rather than for 

examinations or pleasure, so the materials used must focus on 

training the skills that help the learners to perform successfully 

their work in English. In an EST course the skills like giving and 

understanding instructions, describing experiments should be taught 

so that the learners will be able to communicate at work when they 



finish the course. 

EST learners are also expected to be able to read any 

materials in their field. That is why authentic materials should 

be used during the course in order to famili•.arize the learners with 

materials of the kind that they will meet with in real life. In 

using authentic materials, however, the teacher must ensure that 

these materials are within the learners• linguistic competence; 

otherwise, the results will be adverse. 

Undoubtedly, a major element in the success of any course 

is the teacher. Besides teaching, a teachersometimes has to assume 

the work of both material producer and course designer. For this 

reason, suitable teacher training is essential. It helps the teacher 

to get over difficulties he may meet with in an EST course. In a 

training course, by working with actual texts taken from scientific 

journals or text-books, the teachers should be famili~rized with key 

concepts about science and main language features often used in 

scientific literature so that they will feel confident when they 

turn to teaching EST. Furthermore, the teachers will need training 

in organizing an EST course. They need to be shown how to identify 

the learners' needs, to draw up a list of objectives for the course, 

and a set of skills and language items to be taught in order to 

achieve the objectives already prescribed. 

During the training, the teachers 1 attention should be 

also drawn to the factors that influence the success of the course, 
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for instance, age, job, motivation, linguistic and conceptual 

level, time available to the learners ; the number of teachers 

and their qualifications ; and the equipment and materials of the 

teaching establishment. Only by examining thoroughly all these 

factors can the teacher or course designer suggest appropriate 

materials and methods of teaching. 

Guide-lines on materials production and teacher training 

are certainly very important and helpful, but teachers also need 
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a model of the course to refer to, because EST in Vietnam is rather 

different from that in other countries. In the model for course 

organization, all the factors that may influence the success of the 

course are mentioned, then suitable content of the course, appropriate 

grouping of the learners, and length of the course are suggested. 

In Vietnam all EST learners are already qualified 

scientists and technologists, and most of them are peginners or 

false-beginners of English,the rest of them are at intermediate 

or advanced level. For this reason, the content of the course needs 

to have three components : general English, English for General 

Science, and English for Specific Subjects. The course is also 

divided into three levels : elementary, intermediate, and advanced 

in order to accomodate all kinds of learners. 

Ideally, learners would be grouped right at the beginning 

according to their professional interests, for instance, biology, 

chemistry, geology, and physics. If a number of learners are not 



enough to form groups as prescribed, they may study in the same 

group for General English and English for General Science. At the 

time for English for Specific Subjects, the teacher should use 

appropriate materials for each kind of learner. 

Vietnamese scientists need to learn English so as to study 

and work abroad, or to read scientific literature, therefore, they 

should be divided into speaking groups, and reading groups. People 

who are going to work and study abroad should be given particular 

training in speaking and listening skills as well as reading and 

writing; whereas, people who need only to read English materials 

should be taught reading skills. 

The example of an EST reading course given in the final 

chapter shows the typical objectives for such a course, and the 

reading skills needed for the learners such as utilizing the 

non-text information, inferring the meaning from the context, 

skimming, and scanning. It also deals with the procedure for 

conducting a reading lesson, which is very useful for teachers, 

especially for people who have just turned to teaching EST. 

EST in Vietnam has had some shortcomings over the past 

ten years, but in future, with the application of new advances 

in EST, along with the whole-hearted contribution of teachers, 

and support from the government, it is hoped that EST will develop 

to meet the ever-growing requirements of scientists and 

technologists throughout the country. 
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Appendix A 

"English At Work 11 An Analysis of Communicative Purposes. 
(Part I: General - Section A: Instructions) 

COMMUNICATIVE CATEGORY 

1 GENERAL 

A. Instructions 

r. Receiving and comprehendi11g 
instructions 

z. (a) Gii:i11g lnstructiom 

(b) Degrees of authority, formality, 
politeness, in giving instructions 

3. Relaying instructions 
including reported speech 

4. Agreeing; disagreeing 

5. Stati11g Incomprehension 

EXAMPLES (not exhaustive) 

SPOKEN LANGUAGE 

Oral conrprefze11sio11 
(Imperatives) 
Run these through. 
Cut another 25. 
Bore this out another 5 thou. 
I want you to do that again. 

(Oblique Instructions) 
Uettcr get cracking on that job. 
It's time thesr; were finished. 
\Vhat arc you waiting for? 

Oral Production 
Pack 30 in each box. 
Pass me the micrometer (please). 
You'll have to replace that drill. 

(In descending order of formality) 
Stop that machine! 
Stop that machine, will you? 
Stop the machine for a moment,_ will 

you? 
Do you mind stopping the machine, 

please? 

The foreman says blow it up to 40 p.s.i. 
He said we've got to wait. 
They want us to stop. 

Yes. 
O.K. 
Right. 
All right. 
Yes, I'll do that. 
No. 
No, I don't think that's right. 
No, I can't do that. 

(I'm sorry) I don't understand. 
Please will you explain that again. 
Eh? (This is rather abrupt). 
I beg your pardon? (This is rather 

{!entee l.) 

WRITTEN LANGUAGE 

Comprehension of written English 
\Vear hard hat 
Do not install batteries in these 

vehicles 
l\fachines to be switched off when not 

attended 
Re-run whole of batch 697 
Today's working pressure: 

3.0 Kg/cm• 

Written Prod11ctio11 (e.g. on the 
blackboard, memo sheets, etc.) 

Next shift: do not use this machine 
75 type G required by Tuesday 

II.JO p.m. 
Boiler u/s 
Use emergency set 

(Generally, public notices. In descend
ing order of formality) 

Employees caught smoking 
will be dismissed 

Smoking forbidden 
No smoking, please 
If you want to keep your job, don't 

smoke 

(Notices; written messages) 
No drilling today. (Supervisor's orders) 
George: telephone Mr. Thomas 

(signed) Pete 
Mr. Thomas wants you to check the 

inlet temperature 

(Not normally written.) 

(A large question mark is often written 
by hand to indicate NOT 
UNDERSTOOD) 

(Strevens 1977 95 - 96) 



Appendix B 

Some classes of logico-grammatical items 
NB: These categories are 'notional'; they are not presented in order of 
importance; the categories and lists are not exhaustive. 

LinkinK and logical sequence of ideas: and, also, besides, further
more, moreover. simultaneously, thus, too; apart from, as well 
as, in addition to. 

Paraphrase and apposition: like, similarly; as if, in the same way, in 
like manner. 

Causality: accordingly. as, because, consequently, hence, once (some
thing has occurred), since, therefore, until, whenever; as long as, a\ a 
result of, by means of, due to, for the purpose of, in order to, it fol
lows that, on account of, owing to; necessary and sufficient condition. 

Opposition or contrast: alternatively, although, but, if, however, 
nevertheless, notwithstanding~ otherwise, whereas, yet; even 
though, in spite of, irrespective of, on the other hand; necessary but 
not sufficient condition. 

Restriction: except, impossible, occasionally, only, trivial, uncer
tain, unless; if, if and only if, only when. 

Hypothesis: conclude, confirm, consider, deduce, imagine, infer, 
invalidate, refute, suppose, theoretically. validate; in principle, it 
follows, it would seem that ... 

Enquiry: how big? how long? how many? ... etc; what? when? 
which? who? why? how? with what purpose? lo what end? to what 
extent? 

(Strevens 1980b; 131) 
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Appendix C 

Exercises Based on the Relationship Between 
Diagram and Text. 

4 Relating graphs to text (from Bolitho and Sandler 1980) 
Here are some comments on the future of insecticides: 

'There.are a number of possible ways ot dealing with insect pests other 

'.:t1~•,~f~'~V • f:-:i\;Jtit:~:{~~1~;;f\t~(%ii~i?fr'ci~Y'' :' ;~~;-
dii 11 

· ·'·'~'.f:'is1::ii~si'.col)tt6ti~baf~?e·E:fti~Hit'''. ;,-- "ft 

l14~:::;1!!!11!1i1~,~~1: 
Amoun1of 
msl!~hCllh:s 

n,ep1ese111 
l1nl~! m yc.::1r~ 

! ht: pres1,•nt 11,e prcsen1 

111111~ 111 ye,1rs T 1mc 111 vr~ars 

5 Relating diagrams to text (from C()11<'cpt~ in U~t•, 1980) 

blood is pumped 
to the t,ody 

fight auricle 

right venlricle 

blood ,s carried 
from the lungs 

r----.:::::= pulmon~ry 
ve,r.s 

left~unc:le 

left ventride 

left s,de 

(Kennedy and Bolitho 1984 79-80) 
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Appendix Dl 
Exercises on Mathematical and Scientific 
Signs, Symbols and Abbreviations 

Use the correct verbal expressions 

Here are mathematical/scientific statements. 

Express each of the statemeflts in words. 

1. H = U + PV 

2. AgNo3 (aq) + HCll (aq) ➔ AgCll i + HN01 (aq) 

4. m.p. (of) GaF3 > l000°C 

5. tV = R) 
nT 

Use the correct symbols 

Here are mathematicaf/scientific statements. 

Simplify each of the statements using the conventional symbols and 
abbreviations. 

l. Newton's Law of Gravitation states that the force between two 
masses is proportional to the product of the two masses and 
inverselY'.,_ proportional to the square of the separation r. 

2. Phosphorus pentachloride decomposes on heating in a closed 
vessel to form chlorine and phosphorus trichloride. But 
chlorine and phosphorus trichloride will also react together to 
form phosphorus pentachloride. The reaction is said to be 
reversible. 

3. Dulong and Petit's Law states that the specific heat of an 
element is inversely proportional to its atomic weight. 

4. Enthalpy is a thermodynamic function of a system which is 
equal to the sum of its internal energy plus the product of its 
pressure and volume. 

5. The ferrous ion Fe2 + on oxidation forms the ferric ion Fe3 + 
and an electron. 

6. When calcium carbonate is heated it decomposes into calcium 
oxide, and carbon dioxide is evolved.· 

7. The capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor is defined as the 
ratio of charge Q on either conductor to the potential difference 
between them. 

8. The moment of inertia of a body about an axis is the sum of 
the products of the mass of each particle of the body and the 
square of its perpendicular distance r from the axis. 

(Reading Projects Science 1979 :6-7) 
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Appendix 02 : 

Mathematical and Scientific Signs. Symbols and Abbreviations 

Symbol/Abreviation 

± 
a; 

X 

{aq) 

A 
A, 

bee 
b.p. 
C 

Cx 
ccp 
C 
cp 
c., 
C.N. 
d 
(d) 
e· 

e.s.u. 
E 
E 
E 
E8 
E8 
EA 
F 
g 
(g) 

G 
tJ.G 
h 
hep 
Hal 
H 

Term 

equals 
equals approximately 
is not equal to 
is identical to; is defined as 
is greater than (> is much greater than) 
is less than (< is much less than) 
is greater than or equal to 
is less than or equal to 
plus or minus {for example • ../4 = ± 2) 
is proportional to (for example, Hooke's 

law: Fa: x, or F = -kx) 
the average value of x 
acqueous solution 
mass number 
relative atomic mass of an element (atomic 

weight) 
body-centred cubic 

, .boiling point 
speed of light 
concentration of X 
cubic close-packed 
coulomb 
heat capacity at constant pressure 
heat capacity at constant volume 
co·ordination number 
density 
decomposes 
electronic charge 
electrostatic unit 
energy 
electron affinity 
electromotive force (e.m.f.) 
standard electromotive force of a cell 
standard electrode potential 
activation energy 
Faraday constant 
gram 
gaseous state 
Gibbs free energy of system 
Gibbs free energy change for a process 
Planck constant 
hexagonal close-packed 
halogen 
enthalpy of system 
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Hz 
6H 
6H (X) acon1 
6Hdi"' (X-Y) 
llH<(X) 

6HruJX) 
6HlwJ(X) 

6H,~:l(X) 
6Hsoln(X) 
6Hsub (X) 
6H (X) var 
I 

12 
/2 
/{X) 

J 
k 
k 
k 
K 
K 
L 
log X 
In X 
m 

m 

M 
M 
n 
N 
N 
oct. 
O.N. 
p 
p 

p .. 
P: 
pH 
pK 
p.p.m. 
q 

hertz 
enthalpy change for a process 
enthalpy of atomization of X 
enthalpy of dissociation of X-Y bond 
enthalpy of formation of X 
enthalpy of fusion of X 
enthalpy of hydration of X 
"lattice energy" of X 
enthalpy of solution of X 
enthalpy of sublimation of X 
enthalpy of vaporization of X 
current 
first ionization energy 
second ionization energy 
ionization energy of X 
Joule 
kilo (103

) 

Boltzmann constant 
rate of coefficient (constant) 
Kelvin 
equilibrium constant 
angular momentum quantum number 

\ogari thm to the base 10 of X 
natural logarithm of X 
mass of a particle (atom. molecule, ion, 

electron) 
metre 
magnetic quantum number 
spin quantum number 
melting point 
mole 
relative molecular mass of a substance 

(molecular weight) 
molarity 
Madelung constant 
principal quantum number 
Newton 
Avogadro constant 
octahedral 
oxidation number 
pressure 
probability 
partial pressure of X 
vapour pressure of pure X 
-log (H3 0+) 
-log K 
parts per million 
heat absorbed by the system 

,. 
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Q 

r 
r(X) 
R 
R 
R 
R 
s 
stand. 
(s) 
s.t.p. 
s 
s 
tis 

t 
tet. 
T 
T.O.N. 
u 
6.U 
V 

v/v 
V 
V 
V 
V 
w 
w/w 
w 
w 
XA 

XS 
X 
z 
cd 
kJ 
Im 
w 
a 
F 
p 
p 

w 
dw/dt 
I 
T 
L 
p 

electric charge 
radius 
radius of X 
Rhydberg constant 
ideal gas constant 
resistance 
alkyl group 
second 
standard state 
solid state 
standard temperature and pr~sure 
solubility 
entropy of system 
entropy change for a process (see under 

6.H for examples of use of subscripts) 
time 
tetrahedral 
temperature (thermodynamic; absolute) 
total oxidation number 
internal energy of system 
internal energy change for a process 
velocity 
volume% 
volume 
volt 
potential difference 
potential energy 
work; work done by system 
weight% 
number of microstates 
weight 
mole fraction of A 
excess 
halogen 
atomic number 
candela 
kilojoule 
lumen 
Watt 
acceleration 
force 
momentum 
power 
angular velocity 
angular acceleration 
moment of inertia 
couple or torque 
angular momentum 
density 
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Q 

t 
C 
C 

I 
a. 'Y 
k 
<t> 
I 

E 
L 
f 

I 
E 

E 
C 
a 
p 

8 
cf> 
µ 

L 
H 
m 

Greek letters a, 11 •. .. 
a 
6 

60 
6t 
c 

V 

II 
p 

0 

l": 

iJ, 

quantity of heat 
temperature change 
heat capacity 
specific heat capacity 
specific latent heat 
linear. cubic expansivity 
thermal conductivity 
luminous flux 
luminous intensity 
illumination 
luminance 
frequency 
intensity 
permittivity 
electric intensity 
capicitance 
surface charge density 
resistivity 
magnetic flux density or magnetic induction 
magnetic flux 
permeability 
self inductance 
magnetising field strength 
magnetic moment 

position of groups in some organic compounds 
partial differential 
crystal field splitting 
octahedral crystal field splitting 
tetrahedral crystal field splitting 
quantum of energy 
conductivity (specific conductance) 
wavelength 
molar conductance 
dipole moment 
frequency 
osmotic pressure 
resistivity (specific resistance) 
wave number 
sum of 
wave function 

(Reading Projects Science 1979 228-231) 
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Appendix El 

Exercises on Word Parts 

Deduce the meanings of the word parts 

Below you are given a number of texts containing some very common 
word parts. You are also given the meanings of the word parts in 
jumbled order. 

Study the texts carefully and then match each word part with its 
meaning. 

Word parts Meanings 

1. inter (a) on or over 

2. epi (b) within 

3. meso (c) between 

4. homo (d) not 

5. intra (e) middle 

6. extra ( f) small 

7. sub (g} below 

8. micro (h) similar 

-~1 hypo ( i) too much or above 

10. phyte (j) outside 

11. a or non (k) under or inadequate 

12. hyper (I) plant 

Text A 

A leaf is covered by a single layer of cells called the epidermis which 
forms the 'skin' of the leaf. Between the upper and lower epidermis 
is the mesophyll. Under the upper epidermis there is a layer of ..... 
regularly arranged cells containing greeQcoloured bodies called 
chloroplasts. This is called the palisade m~sophyll layer, and it 
receives more sunlight than the other mesophyll cells. Between the 
upper epidermis and the lower epidermis, is the spongy mesophyll, 
so called because the cells composing it have large inter
communicating air spaces between them. These are called the 
inten=ellular air spaces. 

C:=) ~ c=:l <'.:3---Upperepidermis 

Palisade mesophyll layer 

. :(:·:•/· .. •::·.) ·,---,....,__ E--- Spongy mesophyll 

C5 "'. ~-.---.==-,.-(....:·:·"'-; --- lntercellular air spaces 

~ -==~ = ''=fL J~ Lower epidermis 
Water vapour 

Cross-section of a Green Leaf 
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Text B 

The principle of homology is used in classifying the approximately 
350,000 species of plants that are known to exist on earth. This 
means that the taxonomist groups plants according to similarity of 
structure and pattern of development. In the system that will be 
followed in this book, the plant kingdom is divided into two great 
subkingdoms - the thallophytes and the embryophytes. 

Text C 

The fundamental unit of life is the eel I. It is the smallest unit that 
fulfills all the requirements of a living system. A cell is built of many 
smaller parts, but these subcellular parts cannot by themselves be 
considered living systems. Only when the microscopic parts are 
organized and integrated into a specific pattern - the living cell - do 
they carry out all the functions of life. 

Text D 

In the condition known as hypothyroidism, an inadequate amount 
of thyroid hormone is secreted. The patient has a slow pulse and low 
blood pressure; he is apt to be drowsy; his mental processes are slow. 

Fill in the correct word parts 

Here are incomplete texts. 

Complete the texts by filling in the blanks with the correct word 
parts. Refer to Appendix if you have any difficulty. 

Text A 

An unusual decrease of glucose in the blood affects the body 

functions and leads to a condition known as ______ -glycemia. 

A condition in which there is an excess of glucose, i.e 120 to 140 mg. 

per 100 ml. of blood, is called ______ -g!ycemia. 

iext 8 

Competition is often alluded to in discussions of ecology. There 

1s _ ______ specific competition, between the members of a 

population. and _______ specific competition, between 

members of different populations. 

(Reading Projects Science 1979 13-15) 
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Appendix E2 

I • Prefixes: 
a-
ab-
ad-
anti-
ante-
auto-
bi-
co-

Some prefixes, roots, and suffixes of Greek and 
Latin origins, with examples and approximate 
'meanings' 

atypical a = not 
abnormal ab = away from 
adhesion ad = to, towards 
antiseptic anti = against 
ante-natal ante = before (in time) 
automotive auto = from within itself 
biennial bi = two 
cohesion co = with 

N. 8. co- has others forms: con- as in connect; com- as in communicate; cor
as in correlate; col- as in collaborate. 

contra
de-
dia
dis
dys 

contra-rotation 
defuse 
diathermy 
dismember 
dystrophy 

conua = opposite 
de = take away, undo 
dia = through 
dis = undo, un-make 
dys = out of order, functioning 

badly 
ex- extract ex = away from, out of {or 

formerly) 
extra extra-sensory extra = outside 
in- (a) inject, inflame, etc. in = {a) into 

(b) inoffensive, incapable in = {b) not 

N. 8. in- has 01her forms: ii- as in illogical; im- as in immovable; ir- as in 

1Tret?,ular. 

1ntcr
intra
rnacro

m1cro

mono
non
r,oly
rost
[)TC· 

re
sub
super
syn-

international 
intra-uterine 
macro-economics 
microwave 
monotonous 
non-wxic 
polyvalent 
postpone 
prehistoric 
re-cycle 
sub-zero 
superficial 
synthesis 

inter "' from one 10 another 
intra = within 
macro = relatively large 
micro = relatively small 
mono = single 
non = not 
poly == many 
post = later 
pre = before 

re = again 
sub = below 
super = upon, above 
syn = together 

N. B. syn- has other forms: syl- as in syllogism; sym- as in symmetrical. 

trans
un• 
uni-

transmission 
unstable 
unitary 

trans = across, from place to place 
un = not 
uni ;= single 
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2. Roots: 
(a) Examples where the root is word-initial 

bio- biology, biotic bio = life 
calor- calorific calor = heat 
chrono- chronological chrono = time 
cycl- cyclic cycl = repeating 
geo- geophysical geo = the Earth 
magni- magnifying magni = large 'in size 
meteor- meteorology meteor = the atmosphere 
tele- telemetry tele = at a distance 
1.00- zoology zoo = life 

(b) Examples where the root is non-initial 

-demi 
-gon 
-ion 
-lumen, 

-lumin 
-mini 
-therm 
-lox 

3. Suffixes: 

-able 
-ible 
al 

-ate 

epidermis 
polygonal 
thermionic 

illuminate 
diminish 
diathermy 
intoxicate 

intractable 
inexhaustible 
oral 
vibrate 

-at ion vibration 

•ator vibrator 

-ic electric 
-ise (or computerise 

US -ize) 
-logy psephology 

-meter calorimeter 

derm = skin 
gon = angle, comer 
ion = electrical particle 

lumen = light 
mini = small 
therm = heat 
tox = poison 

-able 
-ibk 
-al -

cable of having some
thing done 

an adjective 
-ate = to carry out a process or 

action 

-ation = the process of doing some
thing 

-ator = the object or person 
carrying out a process or action 

-ic = having a particular quality 
-ise == to apply a process or bring 

about a particular change 
-logy = the study of a particular 

field of knowledge 
-meter = measuring device 

(Strevens 198Cb: 133-134) 
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Appendix F 

Exercise 3 Reading 
quickly to get a 
general impression 

Ski1m1ing and Scanning 

This exercise is designed to give you practice in reading quickly, or skimming, 
to get a general impression of what a text is about. Herc are six headings. 
Match each one with its relevant text below. See how quickly you can finish 
the exercise. 

Headings 

A The Environmental Costs of Coal Extraction 

B Energy Beyond the Oil Age 

C Coal as an Energy Source 

D The Formation of Coal 

E The Health Effects of Air Pollution 

F The Effect of Air Pollution on Climate 

(i) One technical advance which would permit expanded use of coal is the 
development of clean fuels by means of coal gasification. Liquid fuels 
and petrol can also be obtained from coal gasification and would pro-
vide cleaner fuels than the direct combustion of coal. ' 

(ii) Surface strip-mining destroys vegetation, increases erosion, contributes 
to water pollution and generally devastates the landscape. Strip-mined 
areas can be reclaimed but the cost may average $6000 per acre - a 
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price not voluntarily assumed by the coal mining operator or government. 

(iii) Examples can be cited of lung diseases in workers exposed to occupa
tional hazards, such as black lung disease among coal miners who 
inhaled mine dust for many years, or asbestosis among pipe fitters 
exposed to airborne asbestos fibres. 

(iv) In addition to the waste inherent in burning fossil fuels when they 
could be used instead for recyclable raw materials, their combustion 
has considerable negative impact on the environment CO1 emissions are 
particularly troublesome because they pose the greatest threat to global 
climate. Increased levels of CO1 in the atmosphere may gradually raise 
world temperatures over the longer term. 

(v) Coal is the most abundant of the fossil fuels; it was formed from plants 
that grew on Earth millions of years ago. The five to ten feet of plant 
material needed for each foot of coal took 9000 to 12,000 years to 
accumulate. Millions of years more, at tremendous pressures, were 
needed to transform the original plant matter into the concentrated 
hydrocarbon form we recognize as lignite, bituminous and finally, 
anthracite coal. 

(vi) What fuels will be left in the twenty-first century? Based on the 
premise of depletion of oil resources, a UN conference will discuss 
alternative energy supplies, including biomass such as cow dung. About 
100 million people stilt depend on wood as fuel, and forests are being 
cut down faster than can be replaced - the Second Energy Crisis. In 
this concerted effort to have a global energy plan, it is hoped that 
political will car:i be marshalled to implement change for the better. 

(Smith and Coffey 1982 3 } 



Exercise 6 Scanning 
a text for specific 
information 

Now read the extended text below, which gives more information about 
transport by hydrofoil and compares different foil systems. 

Before you read, study the questions. Then read the text quickly to decide 
which questions the writer answers. There a.re ten questions altogether, but 
the writer only answers six of these. Delete the questions that are not 
answered. 

A Who invented the hydrofoil? 
B Which foil system was the first type to succeed in operation? 
C How does the hydrofoil system increase the speed of a craft? 
D Which is greater: ai~ or water resistance? 
E When did the hydrofoil become a commercial success? 
F Which design comprises horizontal foils connected to the hull by three 

vertical struts? 
G What was the disadvantage of ladder foils? 
H What device ensures that the submerged foil system provides a comfortable 

ride? 
How much greater is the speed of the hydrofoil compared to the speed of the 
conventional boat? 
Which gives the smoother ride when conditions are rough: a hydrofoil, or a 
conventional ship? 

The earliest successful hydrofoil had ladder foils. When the craft began to 
move forward, it was thrust upward by water passing over the numerous 
curved steel foils fixed to vertical members in the form of ladders. As speed 
increased, the upthrust gradually overcame the weight of the projecting parts 

S of the hull and the whole craft began to rise out of the water. 
Once out of the water, the hull no longer suffered resistance from friction 

with the water, so that higher speeds and a more stable ride could be attained, 
Ladder foils, powever, had the disadvantage of excessive depth, so they could 
only be used in very deep water. They were also·clumsy, heavy and prone to 

10 damage. 
The best modern foil system for sea going is the fully submerged type. In 

this design, the foils are completely immersed in water and the craft rides on 
three vertical struts, either one at the front and two at the back or, some• 
times, the other way round. These struts in turn ride on small separate 

15 horizontal foils whose angle (incidence) can be varied. An autopilot system 
constantly adjusts the incidence of the three foils according to the speed and 
motion of the water and waves to provide a near-perfect ride in rough seas, 
far smoother than in a displacement ship floating on the waves. 

(.Smith and Coffey l 982 80) 
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